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Abstract 

 

This thesis was the result of participation in a larger multidisciplinary research 

initiative focused on the archaeology and heritage of the southeastern Labrador coast, 

specifically the nature of Inuit occupancy in the region. As part of the larger research 

initiative, this project was mandated to facilitate school and community access to 

emerging academic materials. To fulfill this mandate, a virtual world was created to 

express archaeological and historical materials through an interactive online social and 

educational platform. This thesis explores the process of creating and developing a 

virtual world while assessing its potential as an effective and engaging learning tool. The 

discussion details the theories and methods that were used to bring the research 

materials into an education-based online virtual world, and examines the process of 

recreating real-world objects encountered during the research.   
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1.0 Introduction 

The educational tools that are available in the world today have become far more 

technologically advanced  than the pencils, papers, chalkboards and chalk that were an 

ever present part of the educator’s toolkit a decade ago. Many of these new educational 

tools are either dependent or partially dependent on internet connectivity. Even outside 

the classroom, the interconnected nature of the internet has evolved to become a 

major presence for contemporary lifestyles. As a result of the increasing online access, 

the many connections available through the internet have enabled the educational 

community with rapid innovation and dissemination of knowledge and new learning 

techniques that can quickly address evolving educational issues.  

Since the early 1990s educational materials available online have been rapidly 

accumulating. Today connections through the internet provide access to a considerable 

library and knowledge base for school use. While some of these resources are simply 

indexed, such an approach does not adequately address the youth of today who are 

already engaged with the internet through social media and online culture and are 

sophisticated consumers of internet resources.  The complexity of engagement which 

puts online capabilities and demands at the center of the experiences of contemporary 

youth has already spawned a wide range of innovative methods and strategies for 

disseminating knowledge. Extending this pattern, the purpose of this thesis is to 

examine the possibilities of creating a virtual learning environment that attempts to 

incorporate existing learning materials, and extend them through online social 
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interactive software. The result was the creation of the virtual world educational 

platform, LabLife. 

1.1 Aims and Purpose of Current Research 

 ‘Understanding the Past to Build the Future’ was a SSHRC1-funded interdisciplinary 

research initiative that conducted research in southeastern Labrador between 2009 and 

2014. Largely through archaeological and historical research the initiative aimed to 

create a better understanding of Inuit occupation along the southeastern Labrador 

coast.  The research which culminated in the production of this thesis was conducted as 

part of this larger research initiative. Joining with this research team, I participated in 

two seasons of archaeological fieldwork focused on exploring the possibility of year-

round Inuit habitation that predated European settlement of the region. My focus was 

on finding innovative and engaging ways in which to make the research results 

accessible to the schools in the research area and beyond.  

 I began my research by looking for new and engaging methods that would take 

advantage of the growing importance of internet interaction and social networking in 

these communities. This thesis expresses my findings while attempting to answer the 

following research questions: 

1) Can a virtual world environment, such the one created during this research, be 

used to express archaeological and historical materials in an engaging manner 

for educational purposes? 

                                                           
1 The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada is a federal research agency that 
promotes postsecondary research (http://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca). 

http://www.mun.ca/labmetis/
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2) What is the feasibility, given the available resources, labour, and time, for 

creating such a virtual world that will provide students with access to local 

historical and archaeological materials via primarily open source content?  

3) How effectively does a purposefully created virtual world fulfill the mandate of 

sharing recently generated research with the schools in the research area?  

1.2 Understanding the Past to Build the Future 

In this section, I elaborate on the groups and members involved in 

‘Understanding the Past to Build the Future’, and situate my research within the 

broader scope of the overall research initiative. Additionally, I introduce those who have 

been members or contributors to the larger research team under which my research 

was performed.  

‘Understanding the Past to Build the Future’ is a Community-University Research 

Alliance (CURA). A CURA is a particular form of SSHRC funded research which requires a 

strong and sustained alliance between key university researchers and community 

stakeholders.  ‘Understanding the Past to Build the Future’ was funded $1 million over 

five years (2009-2014) to examine Inuit occupation of the southeast Labrador coast 

through archaeological, archival and ethnographic methods.  

The initiative’s main partner was NunatuKavut, a political organization formerly 

known as the Labrador Metis Association which represents a Metis people of mixed 

Inuit-European descent who have occupied southeastern Labrador for many 

generations. Other partners in the CURA include several organizations (listed below) and 
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considerable support from the southeastern Labrador communities (also listed below) 

within the research area between Cape Charles and Sandwich Bay.  

Besides strong support from local communities and stakeholders, eight 

researchers were involved representing several academic institutions. These are, in 

alphabetical order, as follows:  

 Dr. Mario Blaser, Memorial University (ethnography, First Nations 

research collaboration, documentarian) 

 Dr. John Kennedy, Private Scholar, North River, Nova Scotia 

(ethnography, social and economic history) 

 Mr. Greg Mitchell, NunatuKavut (community research collaboration, 

 sustainable development) 

 Dr. Evelyn Plaice, University of New Brunswick (ethnography, education) 

 Dr. Lisa Rankin, Memorial University, Principal Investigator (archaeology, 

ethnohistory) 

 Dr. Hans Rollmann, Memorial University (social history, church history) 

 Dr. Marianne Stopp,  Archaeology and History Branch, Parks Canada 

(archaeology, ethnohistory) 

 Ms. Patricia Way, Private Scholar, Cartwright, Labrador (genealogy, social 

history) 
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A full list of partners supporting this research include: Air Labrador, The Anglican 

Church of Canada, Archives of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of St. John's, Battle 

Harbour Historic Trust, Cartwright-L'Anse au Clair MHA office, Cartwright Town Council, 

Community Youth Network, Eagle River Development Association, Labrador M. P. Office 

(House of Commons), The Labrador Institute, The Labrador Interpretation Centre, 

NunatuKavut, The Labrador School Board, Mary's Harbour Town Council, Memorial 

University, The Moravian Church in Newfoundland and Labrador, Parks Canada, Port 

Hope Simpson Town Council, Provincial Archaeology Office of Newfoundland and 

Labrador, The Rooms, The Senate of Canada, Smart Labrador IT Initiative, Southeast 

Aurora Development Corporation, St. Lewis Town Council, Town Council of 

Charlottetown, Town of Happy Valley-Goose Bay, The United Church of Canada and The 

University of New Brunswick. 

One of the mandates of the Labrador CURA was to make available for school and 

community use the materials and information generated by the initiative. Incorporating 

the new research materials into school curriculum is the aim of the UNB-based 

members of the Labrador CURA research team. Under the supervision of Dr. Evelyn 

Plaice, my role was to explore the possibilities afforded by the new suite of technologies 

available through the internet and online social interaction for presenting the CURA 

generated materials in an educational format for school use.  
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1.3 Research Setting 

The southeast Labrador coast is an area consisting of small spread out 

communities which are already well acquainted with internet communication and 

distance learning. Specifically, the communities and the associated schools that were 

involved in this research are: 

 Black Tickle (Population 220, settled before 1865) 

School: St. Peter's All Grade School2 

 Cartwright (Population 550, settled in 1775) 

School: Henry Gordon Academy 

 Charlottetown (Population 350, settled in 1950) 

School: William Gillett Academy 

 Mary’s Harbour (Population 474, first developed in 1780 as a salmon 

fishery, and became a permanent settlement in 1930) 

School: St. Mary's All Grade 

 Norman Bay (Population 45, settled some time before 1960) 

School: Raymond Ward Memorial 3   

                                                           
2 Due to travel logistics involving the remote location of Black Tickle we were unable to reach them during 

the research field seasons. 
3 While the community was part of the research area, the principle of the Raymond Ward Memorial 

School declined the offer to participate in the creating and future usage of LabLife. 

https://www.nlesd.ca/schools/schoolprofile.jsp?id=425
https://www.nlesd.ca/schools/schoolprofile.jsp?id=332
https://www.nlesd.ca/schools/schoolprofile.jsp?id=407
https://www.nlesd.ca/schools/schoolprofile.jsp?id=395
https://www.nlesd.ca/schools/schoolprofile.jsp?id=385
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 Pinsent’s Arm (Population 55, settled in 1950) 

School: Students travel 24k to the nearby William Gillett Academy in 

Charlottetown. 

 Port Hope Simpson (Population 529, settled in 1934) 

School: D.C. Young  

 St Lewis (Population 213, settled in late 1700s 

School: St. Lewis Academy  

In my 2011 field research in these communities I learned of the pressing need for 

further access to locally based educational materials. It was also observed that the 

schools in this region had begun to transition away from standard classroom models 

towards online lessons and distance educational systems. The reasoning for this is now 

apparent as populations in the region have been declining significantly in the last half-

century, and in recent years, enrollment in many of these schools has reached an all-

time low. In some extreme cases, schools which during my 2011 field research were 

accepting around 10 new students a year, had decreased to anticipating one to two new 

students during 2014 field season. As a result, these communities have become 

concerned that their local schools may begin to amalgamate and close their doors in 

order to rationalize access to teachers and resources that are not possible for class sizes 

of one or two students. 

https://www.nlesd.ca/schools/schoolprofile.jsp?id=347
https://www.nlesd.ca/schools/schoolprofile.jsp?id=394
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During my initial 2011 venture into Labrador, I found that while student 

enrollment in the research area is declining, internet gaming culture is on the increase.  

Online interaction using platforms such as ‘Minecraft’ have an enormously popular 

following in the southeastern Labrador areas, and the youth appear to be well 

acquainted with its interactive and participatory nature. As a result of these 

observations, my research has attempted to understand this form of interactive 

participatory internet culture, and in so doing create a virtual world that will build upon 

this growing interest through creating a learning environment that is fun and engaging. 

As seen in the above information (SouthernLabrador.ca, 2010), the communities 

involved in this project are remote settlements consisting of populations ranging 

between 45 (Norman’s Bay) and 550 (Cartwright). Isolation between communities has 

varied through history but interaction mostly depended on marine transportation 

during the summer months, and sleds during the winter months, with spans of time in-

between when travel could become difficult (locally known as ‘freeze-up’ and ‘break-

up’). Access to these communities has changed in the last decade however with new 

improved highway access4 creating new connections between these communities and 

the rest of Labrador. This change in infrastructure and transportation coupled with 

improving internet accessibility provides new tourism opportunities for these 

communities, and an opportunity for researchers to be at the forefront of helping these 

                                                           
4 Initial construction of the Trans Labrador Highway began in 1992, connecting Happy Valley-Goose Bay to 

Churchill Falls. The second phase of the construction from Red Bay to Cartwright, going through our 
research area, was completed in 2002, with the final phase connecting these two sections being 
completed in 2009. 
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communities create new forms of online interaction and communication. In working 

towards the goal of helping to create new modes of interaction for distributing 

educational materials, this research has focused on creating a virtual world to be used 

by the youth in this region and for the purpose of distributing and teaching educational 

materials relating to the history of this region. The specific targeted audience for this 

virtual world is students between the grades of three and twelve  

This research was conducted in conjunction with members from these 

communities, and incorporates historical locations both in these townships and in near-

lying historical sites.  Many locations both settled and remote were examined 

throughout the project.  This included research with the previously mentioned 

communities, several archaeological sites around Indian Harbour and St Michael’s Bay, 

and further north at North Island, Caribou Island, Pigeon Cove, and Seal Island.  

1.4 Scope and Structure 

The structure of this thesis attempts to address the multi-disciplinary approach 

necessary to conduct research that involves many aspects from different fields of study. 

In order to perform this multi-disciplinary research, several layers of research work had 

to be completed. Although the overall focus of this research project is the educational 

use of information and communication technologies (ICTs), the virtual world that was 

eventually created benefited from my involvement in several seasons of archaeological 

fieldwork in southeastern Labrador as well as field trips to engage with the schools, 

teachers and researchers who were major stakeholders in the research outcomes and 

products. These elements of the research are discussed in the sections: ‘On Site Data 
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Collection’. ‘Virtual World Design Methods’, ‘Developing and Maintaining a Virtual 

World’ and ‘Addressing Current Educational Theories’ discusses my research into 

current educational strategies and theories, and my exploration of the information and 

communication technologies (ICTs) that underpin the development of virtual world 

platforms. The next few paragraphs summarize the content and structure of the 

chapters in this thesis.  

In Chapter 1, I elaborate on the research setting that encompasses this research 

project, including an overview of the scope of ‘Understanding the Past to Build the 

Future’ and its research team and partners. This introductory chapter situates my 

research within the greater research alliance and its connection to the various 

communities and schools within the region.  

This is followed by two chapters covering brief surveys of the archaeology, 

history and cultural heritage of the research region. The first of these chapters, Chapter 

2, covers the historical background of the area, and the second, Chapter 3, covers the 

archaeological background of the area. The historical survey provided in Chapter 2 

summarizes the history that has contributed to the content of the virtual world. This 

chapter will inform the reader on prominent historical occurrences in the research area. 

It also explores the different cultures and locations that will be mentioned throughout 

this thesis. This historical background will provide a better understanding for the 

archaeological background detailed in Chapter 3.  
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Chapter 3 focuses on archaeological background and elaborates further on the 

historical background with brief exploration of the material cultures of the region.  This 

chapter will go into further detail of the cultures mentioned in Chapter 2, with the focus 

instead being on the archaeological aspects, and the importance of the work that has 

already been done in the region. 

With the virtual world’s focus on history based educational materials, and since 

much of my historical understanding of the region was gathered first hand through four 

field seasons along the Labrador coast, it becomes important to detail the field 

methodology involved in this archaeological research. These methods are discussed in 

Chapter 4.  

The virtual world that was created as a result of my research used the online 

open source virtual world platform “Open Simulator.” This platform and other virtual 

systems that informed the creation and development of LabLife are discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

The discussion found in Chapter 5 leads into the second methodology chapter, 

Chapter 6, in which I discuss the development of the virtual world, and the methods 

used to address the issues that arose during that creation process. Chapter 6 is 

dedicated to a consideration of the practical aspects of developing and maintaining a 

virtual world that is intended for use in schools. Issues of access, cost and security, as 

well as hosting and maintenance are all discussed in this section of the thesis.  
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Since the substance of my project is in innovative educational technologies, I review 

the literature on educational theories in Chapter 7. This chapter addresses much of the 

theoretical framework involved in this research and explores the constructivist theorem 

that helped to design the virtual world created by the research. This discussion will 

focus on current theories in information technology and education, and provides the 

necessary critical background for assessing the educational potential of the virtual world 

that has been created as part of this project.  This discussion of theory has been placed 

further down so that the reader will be situated within the history, location and 

materials of the project before I begin discussing the theories involved in working with 

that content.  

 In the concluding chapter (Chapter 8) I present the main findings of this research, 

and elaborate on the elements of this project’s resultant virtual world: LabLife. This 

chapter will detail the major features available within the virtual world and discuss the 

possibilities of future research.   
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2.0 Labrador History 

In this chapter I briefly summarize the waves of immigration that have occurred 

in the research area. I begin with a brief description of the pre-contact history, followed 

by an overview of the relevant post-contact history in the region. Understanding the 

history and lifestyles of the people who inhabit this region are central to the context of 

this project. I attempt to express southeast Labrador’s past in order to gain an 

appreciation for its current state, within the context of which my project has been 

designed. The CURA team worked towards expanding the academic literature of the 

region through filling in some of the more puzzling gaps in the region’s history, and this 

background summary goes some way towards revealing where these absences exist. In 

the proceeding chapter on archaeology I cover the pre-contact period in more detail 

while this chapter places a greater focus on the known history of Labrador, in order to 

better frame the archaeological timeline that follows. 

2.1 Pre-Contact  

Paleo-Indian people most likely first inhabited Canada around 20,000 years ago 

(Cinq-Mars, 1979; Parks Canada, 2009) although continued arguments for even older 

dates do exist (Meltzer, 1989). These early migrations of people would have been 

following the receding glaciers of the frozen landscape of northern Canada as plant life 

became established and wildlife spread.  The first people to enter Labrador were part of 

the Maritime Archaic culture. This culture complex first entered Labrador about 9,000 

years ago. While the Maritime-Archaic culture complex thrived for some time, we know 

from archaeological records that new waves of Amerindian, Palaeo-Eskimo, and most 
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recently Inuit peoples came into the region thereafter. While each of these groups are 

further detailed below, a broad chronology of the various known cultures to migrate 

and settle Labrador is:  the Maritime Archaic (around 9,000 years ago), the Paleo-Eskimo 

(also Pre-Dorset) (around 4,000 years ago), Intermediate Amerindian groups  (between 

4,000 and 2,300 years ago), the Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo (around 2,500 years ago), 

ancestral Innu peoples (around 1,800 years ago), the Norse (briefly, around 1,000 years 

ago),  the Inuit (around 700 years ago), Basque whalers (about 600 years ago), and 

finally waves of Dutch, Portuguese, French and English settlers in the last five centuries.  

2.2 Early Europeans 

The first known Europeans to visit Labrador were the Norse, about a thousand 

years ago.  Evidence of a short-lived Norse encampment has been discovered at the tip 

of Newfoundland’s Great Northern Peninsula, at L’Anse aux Meadows. A national 

historic site and a UNESCO world heritage site, L’Anse aux Meadows, is the earliest 

confirmed Norse and European site in Canada (and in North America).  (Parks Canada, 

2015) 

After the Norse, however, it would be half a millennium before Europeans would 

again come to western Atlantic waters, and even then the first to arrive were only 

migratory fishers with little land-based presence. The first Europeans to exploit the 

region in a sustained fashion – returning annually and with shore stations - were the 

Basque whalers. Previous Breton voyages in the first quarter of the century had 

pioneered the region for cod fishing (Barkham, 1984). Following the Breton success, 

French Basque whalers headed to the Strait of Belle Isle to exploit its whale resource. 
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Between AD 1536 and AD 1600 the Basque whale fishery seasonally harvested the 

whale resource within the Strait, bringing key whale by-products such as oil, baleen, 

spermicetti, and bone back to Europe (Barkham, 1984).  During the early years of this 

fishery, Basque whalers developed a very successful monopoly on whale resources, 

becoming a powerhouse of commercial trade between what is now the Canadian coast 

and Europe. As researcher Selma Barkham discovered (Barkham, 1984, 1989), this early 

Basque industry resulted in many of the earliest Canadian events, including the first 

known legal will written in what became Canada, the oldest chalupa or small whaling 

boat known in North America, and at least three of the  oldest known  whaling galleons 

in North America . One of these ships, the galleon San Juan, was excavated between 

1977 and 1995 at Red Bay, a national historic site and a UNESCO world heritage site.  It 

held a thousand barrels of whale oil in its hull when it sank in the harbour of Red Bay in 

1565. Historical records from this period depict a large industry that shipped at least 

15,000 barrels of whale oil back to Europe every year from the Strait of Belle Isle 

(Barkham, 1984, p.518; also http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/lhn-

nhs/nl/redbay/natcul/unesco/unesco5.aspx). 

By the beginning of the 17th century, it appears that Basque fishermen had 

begun to seek more profitable waters. Barkham suggests this is a possible result of 

several incrementing factors. Reports from this era detail increasing Inuit attacks being 

made on Basque fishermen, reduction in available vessels as a result of ships being 

entered into the Spanish Armada of 1588, depletion of whale stocks, and competition 

http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/lhn-nhs/nl/redbay/natcul/unesco/unesco5.aspx
http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/lhn-nhs/nl/redbay/natcul/unesco/unesco5.aspx
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from other European fishing vessels in the area that pushed Basque whaling interests 

out of the region (Barkham, 1984).  

2.3 The 17th Century European Trade 

The French fishery was the next to establish a major presence along the coast.  

By the early 1500s, French fishermen were regularly trading with the Innu along the 

north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and by 1623 European trade goods had made 

significant impact on traditional lifestyles among all First Peoples linked to trade routes 

extending from the Gulf (Konrad, 1981).  The prospect of trading in Labrador’s natural 

resources brought many European goods to the coast to be traded for fish and furs, 

which were in turn brought back to Europe where they fetched high prices in European 

markets. High profit margins influenced commercial growth, and in 1670 the British 

Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) was founded, under the initial title of The Governor and 

Company of Adventurers of England Trading into Hudson’s Bay. In its first century of 

operations the HBC operated out of a few forts and posts around the shores of Hudson 

Bay, offering locally gathered furs for European trade goods (Hudson’s Bay Company: 

Our History, 2015). Along Labrador’s coast, trading by migratory fishermen was still 

casual and seasonal, with little shore-based presence and no permanent trading 

settlements being constructed.  In northwestern Newfoundland, however, in the region 

known as the Petit Nord, French fishing concerns were carried out from shore-based 

installations that remained in place from 1500 to 1900. (Pope, 2013)Year-round 

European trading centers would not appear in Labrador until the middle of the 18th 

century. By the end of that century  the HBC had become a commercial powerhouse  in 
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central Canada, with legal trading rights that stretched from northern Labrador to the 

Canadian Rocky Mountains (Hudson’s Bay Company: Our History, 2015).  It did not 

establish a presence in Labrador, however, until 1835. 

2.4 The 18th Century European Trade 

In 1702, Augustine Le Gardeur Seigneur de Courtemanche, an officer and active 

merchant was granted land from the French king, Louis XIV (Corley, 2003, Stopp, 2008).  

At this time Labrador’s fishery existed solely as boat based fisheries (Stopp, 2008), with 

no land-based fisheries due to the aggressive raiding of the Inuit (Plaice, 1990). An 

attempt by Courtemanche to extend Labrador’s fishery along the Strait of Belle Isle was 

unsuccessful, while foreign ships began to vie for control of the natural resources in the 

region. Courtemanche pushed for greater French interests, while British fishermen out 

of Newfoundland, and American merchants and fishermen out of Boston continued to 

vie for control of the resources. The profit margins in trading with Labrador Inuit were 

extremely lucrative. An investment turnaround reported by Boston merchant, Atkins 

who traded in Labrador in 1729 & 1758 stated that he was able to trade for £120 

(Boston valued) whale bone with only ten shilling of ‘trifles’ (Kennedy, 1995).  

The French did, however, gain a foothold through a number of initiatives 

between 1702 and 1763. The French initiative first began with the explorations of Louis 

Jolliet, who was the first to map Newfoundland’s North Shore and beyond. In 1694, 

Jolliet’s mapping expeditions continued under orders from the Comte de Frontenac to 

map areas north of Hamilton Inlet. These explorations effectively opened the coast for 

French northward expansion (Stopp, 2008). This led to the first year-round European 
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presence in the Southern Labrador which began with Courtemanche’s 1702 military 

installation and trade post at Brador. With the shore now open to trade, French traders, 

such as Pierre Constantin in 1716 (Stopp, 2014), began to operate in the areas of Red 

Bay and Port Choix. Followed by Bazil and Marsal at Cape Charles and Chateau Bay 

(Stopp, 2014). By the middle of the 18th century, French merchants had become well 

established along a coastline that was inhabited by experienced and interested Inuit 

traders (Stopp, 2008),  

During most of the 18th century, fierce competition between French and British 

interests competed strongly for control of Canada’s eastern coastline until 1763 when 

the Treaty of Paris was signed, officially ending open hostilities between the French and 

British. With the signing of this treaty the governance of all of Labrador came under 

British dominion, and fell under the control of Newfoundland’s governor, Hugh Palliser. 

Palliser made some further attempt to British settlements along the Labrador coast by 

stipulating in 1765 that 12 men were to begin over-wintering at fishery stations in the 

region in order to protect British fishing interests from raiding Inuit as well as French 

and American pirates (Plaice, 1990). 

 Even with the Treaty of Paris ensuring British governance in the region, 

disagreements over Labrador continued, as “French rights to erect temporary fishing 

premises along Newfoundland’s “French Shore” (Cape Bonavista to Point Riche), 

granted under the Treaty of Utrecht (1713), were renewed” (Kennedy, 1995). 
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  In 1767, Palliser furthered the settlement of Labrador with the founding of York 

Fort to protect and oversee the fisheries throughout southern Labrador (Stopp, 2014). 

With the fort at York Fort, land based fisheries began to appear, chiefly based out of 

Newfoundland ports.  The foothold of York Fort marks a major step as the first 

successful European settlement in the region and by 1780 the European settlement of 

Labrador had begun to spread and the ship based fisheries gave way to the shore 

fisheries. 

Many European year-round settlers into southern Labrador came as part of 

British owned businesses. Two of the earliest businesses to set up in  Labrador were 

Jeremiah Coghlan, who had been a seasoned merchant captain in the Mediterranean 

and West Indies (Whiteley, 2015), and George Cartwright whose informative diaries tell 

us a great deal about the initial settlement and life-styles of Labrador (Kennedy, 1995; 

Stopp, 2008).  

 Between 1770 and 1786, Cartwright proved to be an exceptional record keeper, 

with journals that describe even minute details of everyday life along the coast. As 

Marianne Stopp points out in her book The New Labrador Papers of Captain George 

Cartwright, 

“at their broadest the Cartwright papers correctly reveal many aspects of that 

time and place. Their focus on sealing, fishing, hunting, and trapping fully convey 

the central position of these pursuits for early Labrador merchants and settlers, 

where every success depended on well-functioning traps, efficient hunting and 
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sealing technologies, and health and safety through weatherproof buildings and 

reliable provisioning of food” (2008, p.44). 

The documents pertaining to Cartwright and his era on the coast elaborate on 

many details concerning life and industry of that time. Specifically they tell us detailed 

instructions on daily activities such as: how to “catch otters or Black-ducks upon a path” 

(Stopp, 2008, p.155); how to “Fit up a bladder, for the purpose of giving buoyancy to a 

boat, raft or any other thing” (Stopp, 2008, p.89); and how “to construct a bridge across 

a river or other water for foot passengers to cross upon” (Stopp, 2008, p.95). 

Additionally, and of significant importance, Cartwright gives accounts of his dealings 

with the Inuit, with whom he had good relations. This trade information shows the 

growing strength and importance of Labrador’s trade, and the important role that the 

Inuit people held in that trade network.   

2.5 The Moravian Missionaries 

The Moravian Church (then called the Unitas Fratrum), attempted to establish a 

presence in Labrador as early as 1752 through the missionary Johann Christian Erhardt. 

Arriving in the vicinity of Makkovik Bay, north of Hamilton Inlet, Erhardt soon met Inuit 

who were pleased at his ability to speak their language (which he had learned among 

the Inuit of Greenland). With this skill in communication he travelled along the coast for 

a time dealing in some minor trade and looking for a place to build a mission. Erhardt’s 

story ended abruptly however after he was killed during a trade excursion (Rollmann, 

2006). This did not stop the intent of the Moravian church. In 1762 another Moravian 
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missionary (Jens Haven) who was a fluent Inuttitut5 speaker (he had also learned in 

Greenland) came to Labrador after declaring his intentions to bring Christianity to the 

Labrador Inuit. His attempts took several years, but he was ultimately successful 

(Rollmann, 2009).  

The Moravians focused their mission work in the northern areas of Labrador, 

starting in Nain in 1771 (Rollmann, 2006). They were especially influential in building 

relations with the Inuit of Labrador. The Moravians acknowledged Inuit rights to the 

land, and even exchanged gifts for the land they used. The early Moravian missionaries 

were German, but able to speak Inuktitut, learned from previous mission work in 

Greenland. The missionaries’ dedication to the cause was such that once elected, the 

position was for life, or until they became too old to continue service. The Moravians’ 

push for permanent missions is important when considering the history of European 

colonization of northern Labrador6. One reason for the Moravian’s success and longevity 

along the coast is directly related to the fact that their trade with Inuit was successful – 

mission posts were entirely reliant on the profits from trade.  Every year the Moravian 

church missionary headquarters in England would send a ship to keep its missionaries 

stocked with goods (Whiteley, 1964). In addition, the missionaries kept in continuous 

contact with both their church’s head office, and fellow missionaries. This process 

                                                           
5 Also written as Inuktitut, Inuttut and Nunatsiavumiuttut 
6 Similarly, the development of European and Euro-Inuit settlements in Southern Labrador were tied to 
the spread of English merchants 
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continued from 1790 up until 1970 with communications occurring through the monthly 

journal, ‘Periodical Accounts’ (Baker and Cuff, 1993).  

 In the mid-19th century, new merchants, including the HBC, came to the 

northern coast and offered higher prices and fiercer competition than what had been 

offered by the Moravians. This coupled with a greater influx of Europeans eager to 

harvest Labrador’s natural resources, led to an expansion of coastal industries in which 

the Moravian missionaries were no longer at the center.  

2.6 The 19th Century European Fishery 

 The most successful period of the cod fishery began in the first few decades of 

the 19th century. During this period merchants from Jersey who had economic ties with 

England controlled the areas along the Strait of Belle Isle, while the northern area 

between Chateau Bay and Sandwhich Bay were controlled by merchants with ties to the 

West Country or Newfoundland (Stopp, 2008). By 1860 the cod fisheries in Labrador 

reached “immense proportions, bringing fifteen hundred to eighteen hundred 

schooners to the shores of Labrador from Newfoundland alone” (Stopp, 2008). Each 

summer this seasonal fishery would bring fifteen thousand to twenty thousand men, 

women and children to the area and Inuit families form Spotted Islands, Hamilton Inlet, 

and northwards would join these numbers to work the fisheries. Dwellings used during 

this time consisted of sod houses that are still visible today as grass-covered mounds 

along the southern Labrador coast (Stopp, 2008). 
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In the period between 1860 and 1880 the Labrador herring fishery became 

increasingly influential with reports stating the herring was larger and fatter than any 

other known variety available at the time (Gosling in Kennedy, 1995). The 19th century 

herring fishery attracted fishermen from Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, the United 

States, Newfoundland, and local settlers (Kennedy, 1995) causing seasonal waves of 

fishermen to flood into the region each year. In 1866 there were twenty-five vessels in 

Hopedale and by 1870 five hundred vessels reportedly passed through the northern 

harbours. In the years that followed, the fishing season would continue to swell, 

bringing between 15,000 and 20,000 people for the season (Rompkey, 2003). These 

rapidly increasing numbers caused crime and lawlessness, and reports of the areas 

around Battle Harbor were earning repute as being “the most lawless and disorderly 

place on the whole Labrador Coast” (Captain Hamilton, in Kennedy, 1995).  

2.7 Wilfred Grenfell 

With the influx of such large population numbers, came additional disease and 

health related issues. Previously, the Moravian missionaries had filled the roll of 

doctors, educators and merchants along the northern half of the coast. With the influx 

of people coming in for the fisheries, larger issues began to appear. At the turn of the 

20th century, no government health care was provided in Labrador. In fact, for these 

annually migrating fishermen there was no administration, no means for preserving law 

and order, no relief, and no medical care (Browne, 1909, Buckle, 2003, Cabot, 1912, 

1920, Johnston, 1908, Kennedy, 1988, Rompkey, 2003). The biggest relief for the 

medical issues came in 1892 with a young, and fervently religious, doctor: Wilfred 
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Grenfell. Grenfell worked as one of the few medical resources along the Labrador coast 

for nearly fifty years (Grenfell, 1919). From his first arrival in Labrador, Grenfell tried to 

meet the needs of the people. He treated their medical needs, handed out clothing and 

religious tracts, and held prayer meetings both on land and on his vessel. Grenfell 

realized early that no substantial government aid would be forthcoming for the people 

of the coast. Instead, he started a process of fund raising that he would continue for the 

rest of his time in Labrador. In 1893 Grenfell opened the first hospital in Battle Harbour 

that was later expanded with nursing stations and cottages down the coast (Grenfell, 

1898, 1910, 1911, 1913, 1916, Kennedy 1988).  

The initiative that Dr. Grenfell began in Labrador has saved many lives. Even with 

his essential aid being brought to the coast, the sheer numbers of migrating fishermen 

active during the fishing season continued to spread disease. 

2.8 The 20th Century European fishery 

In 1914 the First World War began, and Labrador’s fishery was not left 

unaffected. New technologies had begun to cause Labrador’s fisheries to fall behind the 

Greenland fishery, and the First World War made matters worse.  As Kennedy retells it: 

“British steamers were ordered to remain in port, telegraph stations closed, fish prices 

fell, flour prices rose, and alarm and depression spread through the population” (1995, 

p. In 65). The customers in the Mediterranean were unable to afford the high prices on 

fish, and the supplies needed to catch the fish were inflated due the heavy levies 

created to pay the public debt. This is in addition to the fact that in Europe the 

“development of steam trawler drifters had led to the overproduction of fish in Europe 
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and, consequently, to a decrease in the price and value of ‘Labrador cure’, that is, 

heavily salted, sun-dried cod fish” (Kennedy, 1995, p.66). 

As World War 1 came to an end in 1918 and with the Labrador fishery already in 

decline, tragedy came to the coast in the form of the Spanish influenza pandemic. When 

the Spanish Influenza reached Okak and Hebron within five weeks 207 of the 266 

inhabitants of Okak were dead (Budgell and Markham, 1985). These epidemics struck 

the already depleted Labrador communities and with only the Grenfell stations available 

to the inhabitants, the government had to find new methods to address the issues 

occurring in Labrador.  

2.9 The Resettlement Programme 

The decline in 1914 was definitely the first sign that Labrador’s fishery was 

beginning to end. Increasing technologies and competition with other fisheries impacted 

the Labrador fisheries and by the middle of the 20th century, many of Labrador’s 

communities were dwindling in numbers. In the second half of the 20th century, 

Labrador had joined Newfoundland and had begun to receive federal assistance and 

health care. These elements helped to improve the state of living along the coast but 

were expensive for the provincial budget considering the small and spread out 

communities that still remained there. In 1965 a five-year federal-provincial 

resettlement programme, the ‘Fisheries Household Resettlement Programme’ was 

instituted (Martin, 2006). This resettlement plan was intended to help bring small 

outport communities into larger communities in the hopes of modernization. Agreeing 

to this plan required public meetings with at least 50 percent attendance of 
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householders (defined as the head of a household) from the prospective resettling 

community.  Ninety percent of the community would then have to support the 

community decision, with a justice of the peace required to verify the document. Many 

communities agreed to this proposal, and as a result many of the communities begun 

during the heyday of the fisheries were abandoned.  

The resulting abandonment of outlying communities was an attempt to 

modernize and centralize Labrador, but it did not succeed in bringing the province any 

closer to being a self-supporting market economy (Martin, 2006). Instead, “some 

growth centers became overcrowded from the employment perspective, creating 

disadvantages for the work force and causing temporary strains on the education 

system”(Martin, 2006, p.10), and ultimately it became viewed as “a traumatic 

experience for many, and has created a feeling of bitterness that is still echoed today” 

(Martin, 2006, p.10). The government however felt that it was a success, and as a result 

the remains of the abandoned communities are scattered along the southern Labrador 

coast.  

Although some of the larger original settlements, such as Cartwright, are still 

fully inhabited today, much of the settled coast of the study region has changed in the 

past century. During initial year-round European presence beginning in the mid-18th 

century, geographic distribution of year-round sites was tied to access to natural 

resources in the area such as salmon rivers, sealing areas, furring trails into the interior, 

and, by the 1800s, access to cod fishery (Stopp, 2008). Early subsistence patterns called 

for large harvesting territories (Plaice, 1990, 44). These subsistence patterns formed the 
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basis of life, and revolved in great part around the major fishing industries.  Although 

the resettlement programme caused many of the smaller communities to disappear, the 

seasonal resource round remained much as it had been in earlier periods; “from 

Cartwright to Mary’s Harbour… …the life of the people had not changed a great deal 

from what it had been in the nineteenth century (apart from the advances in 

technology)” (Rompkey 2005, 140).  
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3.0 Labrador Archaeology 

In this chapter, I outline a brief archaeological history of Labrador as it pertains 

to this project, namely an overview of Thule Inuit and Inuit history in southern Labrador. 

For this purpose, I primarily focus on the southern coastal region between Sandwich Bay 

and Cape Charles, as well as the work of archaeologists William Fitzhugh (1972. 1975, 

1976, 1977, 1985), Robert McGhee (1975, 1976, 1976, 1981, 1990, 1996). Marianne 

Stopp (1997, 2002, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013) and others. For a more detailed 

history of the archaeology throughout Labrador, I suggest reviewing Lisa Rankin’s report 

“An Archaeological View of the Thule/Inuit Occupation of Labrador” (Rankin, 2009), 

which provides a comprehensive survey of the research of generations of archaeologists 

working in the region. 

As part of the multi-disciplinary project ’Understanding the Past to Build the 

Future’, a significant portion of my research focused on archaeological work of the two 

CURA research teams headed by Lisa Rankin (Sandwich Bay) and Marianne Stopp (St. 

Lewis Inlet, St. Michael’s Bay, and Baie des Belles Amours), with whom I was able to 

work on several occasions. The focus of this archaeological work was to explore the 

nature and timing of Inuit settlement along the coastline. By exploring the history of 

settlement in this area, we were attempting to better understand the pre-contact Thule 

Inuit and early contact Inuit periods in order to determine if archaeological evidence 

could shed further light on the Inuit settlement history of this region.  

The southeastern coastal region of Labrador was an interesting area for this 

topic of exploration as it holds questions relating to the history of Inuit occupation in 
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this region, and more specifically the lengths of Inuit occupation in the region before the 

contact period. From the outset of this project it was understood that Inuit settlement 

in the region dated to at least the late 16th century AD (Stopp, 2013). However, this 

region was heavily settled by European fishermen from the late eighteenth century 

onwards, and later also inhabited by persons of mixed Inuit and European lineages. This 

has led to questioning of whether or not Inuit people had been settling the area before 

Europeans arrived, or were they instead attracted to the region by rich European trade 

goods, and only settled year-round at some point afterwards. Stopp’s earlier work in the 

region identified several promising sites that could potentially address these questions 

(Stopp, 2002).  

In order to begin looking at the archaeological work that has been completed in 

the region, I will explain in terms of archaeological evidence who the Inuit people are, 

starting with a brief explanation of the tool cultures that preceded the Inuit, and then 

describe the known Inuit settlement data that has emerged from existing archaeological 

work.  

3.1 Early People of the Coast 

The very first people to venture into Labrador were Amerindian hunter-

gatherers that were following populations of large game and came into the region 8000-

9000 years ago. The first evidence of these hunters was uncovered at archaeological 

sites at Pinware Hill and Cowpath along the Labrador Straights (Tuck and McGhee, 

1975). By 7,500 years before the present (BP) the Amerindians had begun to move from 

southern Labrador towards the central Labrador coast, and by 6,500 BP they had begun 
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to explore the northern regions of Labrador, including Ramah Bay (Fitzhugh, 1972). 

These early settlers made housing structures that initially were small single-family 

boulder foundation houses, until about 6000 years ago, when they began to use larger 

multi-family structures (Fitzhugh, 1977).  “Between 4,000 and 3,500 years ago these 

longhouses became so exaggerated in size that they measure up to 80 meters in length 

and may have been occupied by fifty to 100 people at a time” (Rankin, 2013, p.8). 

Around 3,500 years ago this group began to disappear having been pushed out by a 

second wave of Amerindians, the Maritime Archaic people, whose major presence in 

the region is short-lasting, and begins to disappear from Labrador about 500 years later. 

The next 2000 years of occupation in the region involved the group of Intermediate 

Indians which occupied the province between 3,200 and 2000 years ago (Rankin, 2013). 

This Amerindian group is “poorly understood and, indeed, archaeologists cannot be 

certain whether the appearance of this Intermediate group is the result of a migration 

of yet another new population into the province or if it marks an adaptive change by 

Maritime Archaic still occupying southern Labrador” (Rankin, 2013 p. 13). 

3.2 The Dorset Culture 

Strong evidence for the Dorset culture was identified in the early 1900s along 

the Northwest coast of Newfoundland from Port au Choix to Bonne Bay (Wintemberg, 

1939). Thanks to the work of archaeologists such as Priscilla Renouf (1999) our historical 

knowledge of the Dorset has helped to inform us of the Dorset culture and its influences 

on the region. The Dorset culture spread across Labrador quite rapidly and populated all 

of the Labrador coast (Stopp, 2008). The majority of archaeological sites found 
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expressing this culture indicates that they tended to inhabit the interior and inner 

coastal regions and haven’t been found nearly as often on the outer coast (Stopp, 2008). 

Archaeological evidence gathered from Dorset sites shows an array of specialized tool 

technologies developed for survival in cold climates. This tool tradition, referred to as 

the Arctic Small Tool tradition, contains small chipped stone tools and weapons 

(McGhee, 1990). This wave of Palaeoeskimo culture existed from 4000 – 2800 BP after 

which period the Dorset tool culture seems to disappear, giving way to the Thule 

culture.  

3.3 The Thule Culture 

The Thule people are the prehistoric ancestors of the Inuit people who now live 

in present day Labrador (Pastore, 1998). The Thule culture later informed the Inuit 

culture and Lisa Rankin has phrased it: 

 “Thule culture is the archaeological manifestation of the ancestors of the 

present-day Inuit peoples of north Alaska, Canada, and Greenland… … From northern 

Alaska, the Thule people migrated eastwards, establishing settlements along the Arctic 

mainland coast and throughout the Canadian arctic archipelago, eventually reaching 

Greenland and Labrador” (Rankin, 2009, p.3).  

Archaeological evidence expressing the Thule culture suggests its origin is 

around 2700 BP, and continued to exist into the modern era. The Thule tool kit seems to 

have developed for a more specialized climate, terrain and culture, based entirely on 

the ocean (Fagan, 2005). The Thule culture was a tremendously successful culture that 
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focused on hunting marine life and had an impressive tool kit for hunting seal, walrus, 

belugas, sea birds and water fowl. The Thule people developed specialized technology 

such as fixed lance heads which allowed them to actively hunt whales for food and bone 

resources (Mathiassen, 1927).  The first evidence of Thule technology designed for 

whaling and hunting other marine life in Labrador dates to around six hundred years 

ago. From the Thule culture, the tools relating to whale hunting and advanced water 

crafts (such as the kayak and umiak), first become prevalent.  

When looking at archaeological materials that have emerged in the region, 

researchers are able to identify the presence of Thule culture through their extensive 

bone and antler industry, and ground slate tools.  Bone, antler and ivory tools included  

seal-hunting harpoon heads, either self-pointed or with separate blades; other harpoon 

gear including fore shafts, socket-pieces, ice picks, finger rests and kayak rests; float 

mouth-pieces; wound pins; drag-line handles; arrow points; bird darts; whaling harpoon 

heads; lance heads; bow parts; and bolas balls among other items (Rankin, 2009 p.4).  

This is not however an exhaustive list of tools used by these people which does include 

various knives, ulus and art objects that can be distinctively identified through 

similarities.  

The first archaeologist to identify early Thule Inuit culture in Canada was Therkel 

Mathiassen, whose work in Greenland and Canada brought attention to the migration 

pattern of the Thule. Mathiassen examined the Thule migration pattern that brought 

early arctic-adapted peoples across the Canadian Arctic.  Through several seasons of 

work he was able to determine that the Thule came from the western Arctic and settled 
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the regions of northern Labrador and Greenland (Mathiassen, 1927, 1935). Mathiassen 

used comparative tool cultures drawn from Greenland and the Canadian Arctic to 

describe a migratory pattern that brought “the Thule migration from west to east across 

the Arctic America” (Mathiasssen, 1935, p. 420).  

Early predictions suggested that this migration across northern Canada may have 

happened around 1000 A.D. (Jordan, 1978).  Work by Peter Schledermann and Karen 

McCullough on Skraeling Island, eastern Ellesemere Island, was the earliest to confirm a 

rapid and early migration of Thule Inuit firmly dated to the mid-13th century and 

originating from Alaskan Inuit cultures (McCullough, 1989).  Long unconsidered by 

researchers, recent re-dating of Inuit material from the western Arctic has confirmed 

their findings (Friesen and Arnold, 2008).  

Given the suggested rapid migration with which Thule, who would later become 

the Inuit people, crossed the northern Artic, it is not hard to imagine that these same 

people could have attempted to settle in coastal southern Labrador. However, as 

Marianne Stopp notes “until the 1990s, the southernmost extent of Labrador Inuit 

settlement was uncertain, and it was thought that Inuit had not settled much further 

south than Hamilton Inlet and Sandwhich Bay” (Stopp, 2013 p.11). Although some 

evidence did exist showing Thule / Inuit occupancy in the research area, it had often 

been assumed that this evidence in the south represented brief forays for European 

goods (Stopp, 2013), or they were only short temporary Thule settlements as had been 

seen in some sites in the northern Arctic (Friesen and Arnold, 2008). In the last two 

decades however, increasing evidence collected through systematic archaeological 
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surveys of the coast between Chateau bay and Sandwhich Bay (Stopp, 1995, 1997), 

resulted in the evidence of over 200 sod foundations (Stopp, 2013). Evidence gathered 

from these sites suggested that Inuit occupancy occurred throughout that 19th and earth 

20th century, as well as the late 18th century and possibly earlier, and that many of these 

structures expressed evidence for habitation in multiple seasons and possibly year-

round habitation. This evidence suggests that Inuit occupancy was not present solely for 

the purpose of acquiring European goods (Stopp, 2013). 

3.4 Thule in Southern Labrador 

One reason that very little Thule focus has been placed on the southeastern 

Labrador coast is the result of a long standing line of reasoning that suggested there was 

nothing there to find. In the 1930s, archaeologist Junius Bird excavated nine sites within 

nine miles of Hopedale, and determined that while there had been clear impact and 

settlement in the northern areas of Labrador, he believed that it was doubtful that sites 

could be found further south than Hopedale, and that it was unlikely that the lower half 

of the east coast of Labrador was explored or settled by the Thule people more than 

four hundred years ago (Bird, 1945). 

For the majority of the next decade, pre-contact archaeology would primarily 

focus on the northern half of Labrador, assuming that no permanent settlements are 

likely to exist in the southern half of the coast. In the north however archaeologists such 

as James Tuck (1975, 1976, 1976, 1976, 2006) and William Fitzhugh (1977) would 

continue to push the knowledge of these different population migrations. Much of 

Tuck’s work explores the differences among pre-contact tools along the northern half of 
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the coast, and helps to pave the way for identifying the differences between Dorset and 

the Thule tool complexes. In his 1977 report, Fitzhugh’s archaeological work on the 

easternmost edge of the Grosswater Bay suggested that climate affected population 

distribution along the Labrador coast, limiting occupation in areas further south and 

that his own attention would be shifted toward the northern coast, instead of the 

southern regions. The idea that climate related issues limited settlement in the southern 

regions of Labrador does explain why archaeologists have not found significant evidence 

of pre-contact settlement in the region. Following this assessment, and evidence from 

his own works, archaeologist Richard Jordan further explored areas surrounding 

Hamilton Inlet. Testing for more conclusive evidence of Inuit migration into the coastal 

regions of Labrador, he put forward the idea that “Hamilton Inlet became the terminus 

of permanent settlement and the southern stronghold of the Eskimo” (Jordan, 1978, 

p.175).   

Augur’s first exploratory archaeological fieldwork found what was originally 

considered to be 16th century Inuit settlements, but was later discovered to be from a 

much later time period. His works during this time explored many Inuit-styled sod house 

structures, consisting of a variety of different design features. Following the concepts 

presented by Jordan (1978), identifying three phases of Inuit house design: colonization 

(1600-1700); the whaling and intermittent trade period (1700-1800); and the trapping 

and European settlement period (1800-1870), it was discovered that the southern coast 

Inuit houses were not dating to a pre-contact period. Ultimately these findings only 

furthered existing theories that settlement expansion into the southern coast was the 
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result of social and economic factors (Kaplan, 1980), and was probably previously 

limited by climate and ecological factors.  

Following Augur’s excavations, for the last two decades CURA member Marianne 

Stopp has continued to explore the archaeological history of the southern coast, 

including that of the Inuit (Stopp, 1994, 1997, 20022008, 2012). In particular her 

excavation of sites in St. Michael’s Bay from 2009 to 2011 has expanded existing 

knowledge of food consumption and living patterns of Inuit peoples south of Sandwich 

Bay (Stopp, 2002, 2013). Middens with large quantities of seal bone, fish bone, and 

mussel shells have shown that food resources in the area were plentiful and readily 

exploited. This work has also confirmed Stopp’s earlier premise (2002) that Inuit 

inhabited the southern Labrador coast throughout the cold season and year-round – 

albeit in unknown numbers - were not just travelling southwards to acquire European 

objects before returning to northern settlements.   

Rankin’s work in Sandwich Bay has also confirmed Stopp’s 2002 premise, putting 

forward convincing evidence of year-round occupation of Huntingdon Island, where 

several years of excavations (Murphy, 2011, Rankin and Crompton, 2012) have shown 

evidence that Inuit sod houses dating from the mid-16th to the 18th century are present 

at the mouth of Sandwich Bay.  

In both excavation regions, Sandwich Bay and St. Michael’s Bay, winter 

occupation has been identified through the presence of sod walled winter houses and 

summer occupation is suggested by the presence of tent rings indicating cooler, summer 
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housing structures. This has provided indication that full settlement had occurred at the 

location (Rankin, and Compton 2012; Stopp 1997, 2002).  

The fieldwork completed for this project under Marianne Stopp continued this 

line of inquiry, and furthered her own ongoing research going back two decades. In 

2012, two sod houses on North Island were excavated in order to test Stopp’s 2002 

proposition that “Inuit presence in Labrador was year round and not directed solely by 

access to European goods” (Stopp, 2012, p.166). The two houses excavated have been 

dated from early 1500 to the middle of the 18th century. Combining evidence of 

exploited land, sea and air animal remains, collected from previous 2009, 2010, 2011 

and this 2012 field work on this site, it can be suggested that this site was used for 

varying seasonal occupation. Seal species and bird bones point to cold weather 

occupation and might suggest that this site was used for full year occupation (Stopp, 

2012). 

During the 2012 field season, we ventured northward towards a cluster of 

islands around Seal Islands and Frenchman’s Run. The goal of this season was to explore 

a series of sites that had been recorded in 1992 (Stopp, 1997) in order to determine the 

extent of Inuit occupation in region.  In this work we tested 29 sod houses and three 

stone fish-drying bawns7, none of which turned out to be of Inuit origin. Dating of the 

sites from objects such as ceramics, pipe stems, and iron nails found on site indicated 

more recent construction dating to the 19th to 20th century. Examining historic Labrador 

                                                           
7 a stone surface made by humans used for drying fish 
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fishery sites such as these did provide new insight into identifying European sod 

structures that might lead toward better methodologies for distinguishing Inuit sod 

houses from somewhat similar structures built by Europeans and Metis during the 

Labrador fishery era.  
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4.0 On-Site Data Collection  

The creation of LabLife was a process consisting of four years of research, which 

would include archaeological field sessions in remote regions of southern Labrador, and 

three visits to southern Labrador for first-hand data collection within the towns and 

schools of the region, and several years of library and online research. In this section I 

detail the fieldwork performed in Labrador, with the focus being on the archaeological 

methodology that was used for gathering information towards the construction of the 

virtual world.  

4.1 The 2011 Field Season 

During the 2011 field work Dr. Plaice and I spent four weeks travelling the 

remote areas of the southeastern Labrador coast in order to gain a better 

understanding of the parameters for the target demographic of the CURA research; the 

physical setting of the research including its history, heritage, geography and botany; 

the varying internet accessibility that is available in the region;  The level of interaction 

the schools have with online distance learning; and; to ascertain if there was a desire for 

this kind of online environment tailored to this region.  

The first four weeks of field work were spent gathering information and 

determining if this was a project that would be functional and well received. It involved 

meeting with CURA researchers and key stakeholders in NunatuKavut, and in each of 

the participating communities and schools. The initial testing period showed remarkable 

opportunity for this project, as these communities, perhaps due to their remote 
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locations, were already well experienced with online environments and were generally 

excited about this project.  

4.2 The 2011 Archaeological Field Season 

Four weeks after first arriving in Newfoundland and after travelling the coast and 

meeting with community members, I joined Marianne Stopp, one of the CURA members 

and one of the two archaeological researchers in the CURA, to participate in her 

excavation for the summer field season. Due to my experiences as an archaeological 

Technician, Field Assistant, and Field Instructor, I was able to participate in the 

excavation of an Inuit sod house located on one of the many small islands at the mouth 

of St. Michael’s Bay, southern Labrador. For the next month I assisted Dr. Stopp in the 

field while simultaneously continuing to gather photographic materials for use in 

designing and constructing a virtual world. A particular focus of this was to gather 

details and photos for constructing a virtual sod house that would later be able to 

express how the Inuit built and lived in these kinds of dwellings. This field season proved 

to be a remarkable experience as it provided my project with many videos and 

photographs that could be used to help express life as part of an archaeological field 

camp. Additionally, it provided a firsthand opportunity to interact with many of the 

historic areas and objects of this region, which I would later reconstruct in the virtual 

world.  

4.3 Delays during the 2012 winter 

In November of 2011, I was subjected to a large house fire, from which nothing 

was recovered. This caused a delay in my ability to work on the virtual world for a short 
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period of time. An unfortunate result of this was the loss of all project materials that 

were not yet uploaded to the virtual world including photographs, videos, programming 

scripts, field notes, documents and 3D constructions that were on my work computer 

and field laptop, both of which were completely destroyed. While this caused a delay in 

the progress of the project, it did not completely halt the work, and in the summer of 

that year a second field season was organized to regain the materials that had been lost.  

4.4 The 2012 Archaeological Field Season 

Unfortunately extreme wind and rain conditions had some impact on this field 

season. We were able to test excavate new sites and map several areas of interest for 

future research, but due to inclement weather we decided to not open any large scale 

excavations, and instead tested a variety of sites along the coast when we were able. 

During this field season many of the photographic textures and materials that were 

gathered during the first archaeological field season but lost during that winter’s fire 

were recaptured for use in the virtual world.  

4.5 The 2013 Field Season 

During this year the development of LabLife took speed, and it was during the 

2013 year that we able to find and contract a highly skilled 3D mesh builder as well as a 

Work-Study student who was able to assist me in programming several new scripts for 

LabLife; including the ability to have inclement weather occur in the virtual world, as 

well as several variations of quizzes and other interaction scripts that are now 

distributed throughout LabLife. 
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4.6 The 2014 Field Season 

 The 2014 Field work provided us an opportunity to bring our virtual world to the 

communities of southeast Labrador and determine whether their internet would be able 

to support the bandwidth that would be required for interaction with our virtual 

environment. This included making sure that computer resources were available in the 

schools and communities, and that these computers would be able to adequately run 

the software and view the CURA materials. During this time we found that the schools in 

this region were able to use LabLife, and that bandwidth and hardware in these remote 

regions was not going to be an issue. The community response during this period was 

very positive. Our project was well-received, and many educators seemed very excited 

and interested in applying LabLife to their own teaching curriculum. 
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5.0 Virtual World Design Methods 

I now turn to the actual development of the virtual world itself. The process of 

creating LabLife started with addressing the educational theories behind Open 

Participatory Learning Environments (which is addressed below). These virtual 

environments showed great promise. As an environment suited for independent 

learning, a virtual world allows a great deal of freedom in the exploration and revision of 

learning materials. The independent learner in a virtual world is able to divide their time 

as they wish, freely exploring and interacting with an environment that is in itself a part 

of the educational experience. The learner can access sound recordings, videos, text, or 

interactive activities as they desire. This allows learners to tailor their learning 

experience in a way that best interests them. The search for feasible software that 

followed eventually led me to discover OpenSimulator, which is more commonly 

referred to as OpenSim, and that through this open-source software, we8 would be able 

to create our own virtual world with the resources that were available to this project.  

As open source software, OpenSim is free to modify and use, but lacks full-time paid 

support and requires outside server hosting facilities which are usually provided 

commercially.  

5.1 Open Participatory Learning Environments 

One of the key features of LabLife is the nature of it being an Open Participatory 

Learning Environment (OPLE) in which both educators and learners interact with one 

                                                           
8 While I am referring to my project, it is important to acknowledge the input of the work-study students, 
the stakeholders in the project, the helpful resources provided by other online users, and the other 
members of the LabLife team; Evie Plaice and Marie Grist. 
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another to help create, visit and share learning materials. OPLEs have been steadily 

growing in popularity and functionality with the increasing availability of online 

resources. Early internet interaction involved simplistic websites featuring overly active 

animations. These functioned with limited human interaction and mostly involved text 

based communication and text activated responses. These environments relied on word 

structured commands and text inputs in order to interact with the text-based virtual 

environment and other users in that environment. The most common iterations of 

virtual environments at this time consisted of chat rooms and Multi-User Dungeons 

(MUDs). MUDs are purely text based environments where all features, regions, objects 

and entities exist in a text based interface that describe events and locations with text 

rather than shown with visual imagery. In these environments, users move between 

regions, perform actions and learn about their environment through text inputs and 

responses. These MUDs, many of which are still in use today, can be seen as the 

predecessors to modern virtual environments. Early OPLE projects using this period of 

technology, such as MediaMOO, created OPLEs to enhance learner education. In this 

attempt to create an OPLE, MediaMOO successfully gathered over 1000 users in the 

early 1990s (Bruckman and Resnick, 1995), helping to pave the way for future learning 

environments such as the one created though my research.  

MUDs paved the way for creating virtual spaces for learners and educators to 

gather and share in a learning environment. In the next decade, online interaction 

continued to advance, and through it new uses of graphical interfaces and interaction 

began to supersede the text based communications of the past. In contemporary 
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website trends, these website chat rooms have been replaced by more graphically 

appealing forum systems and websites which feature interactions with visual media 

such as pictures and video. This advance in social media dialogue has become known as 

‘Web 2.0’ (Bradley, 2008), with the term first becoming popularized by Tim O’Reilly 

(O’Reilly, 2010) and Dale Dougherty.  

Continuing the trend into the current decade, interaction in the Web2.0 

environment has become more diverse, and now involves video and graphical 

interfaces, as well as highly entertaining web-site based activities and games. This 

advancement has offered many improvements over past communications, the most 

noticeable being graphical interaction and video communication. While this transition 

did not directly involve an advancement in any particular technology, it might be seen as 

a result of a public desire towards a more advanced interactive method.   

In recent years more interactive options have emerged and many have already 

become entrenched in modern school systems. By now the transition in which 

interactive white boards are replacing the traditional black board has occurred and 

white boards have now become the normal situation in a modern school. Just as the 

tools within schools are changing from chalk to laser pointer, so too are the resources 

and media that teaching plans and curricula are drawn from. In the past decade the 

concept of a ‘Web 2.0’ has become widely accepted, and with it OPLEs have become 

more common. ‘Web 2.0’ signaled the beginning of interactive online education which 

allows learners to access wide varieties of self-directed learning tools. The project of 

LabLife is one more step in this direction, building upon the existing concepts such as 
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‘Web 2.0” by introducing new methods for self-directed learning in an OPLE. These 

environments permit students new levels of self-guided learning by incorporating game-

like mechanics and often multiple-user environments. Games like Minecraft, SecondLife 

and ‘Worlds of Warcraft’ are giants of Open Participatory Environments, which allow 

users to explore, interact and participate in the ongoing community and environments 

of the game. OPLEs take these concepts and add elements of education and learning.  In 

the research conducted by this project, I attempted to apply not only OPLE concepts to 

LabLife but to find those elements that made collaborative environments successful and 

apply them to our virtual world. 

5.2 Minecraft 

Minecraft is an Open Participatory Environment in which users are given very 

little instruction and no directed purpose. Minecraft allows its users a high degree of 

freedom towards building and exploring the environment. What makes Minecraft stand 

out is its control over buildable resources and the way it handles user feedback. 

Minecraft does not charge users for virtual acreage or allow users to import their 

objects, but in turn it does not charge users any fees (aside from the initial purchase 

cost of the game). The reason for this is that Minecraft’s building tools and materials are 

not immediately available to the user. Each user must work to gain the materials they 

intend to use. This is done through mining, fishing or farming those virtual resources. 

LabLife attempted to learn from Minecraft’s success by restricting some of the custom 

created resources. Using Minecraft’s concepts of resource gathering, we wanted to test 

if it was possible using OpenSim to limit resource access until it had been earned. We 
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tried this through the application of specialized fishing nets. These fishing nets can be 

found along the virtual ocean coast attached to small buoys floating above the water. A 

user is allowed to check the buoy once a day in order to gain 1 fish resource. We found 

we were able to mark these objects with ‘no copy’ properties which provided a 

limitation on access to the resource. The intention would be to allow these earned 

resources to function as a form of early reward currency.  

5.3 World of Warcraft 

In World of Warcraft (WoW), the greatest enjoyment comes in the utilization of 

the abilities and items players have crafted in the game or received through trading with 

other players or earning through participating in the game. Showing off your 

achievements and actively pursuing new ones with friends is a major aspect of WoW, 

and one which has helped drive its success. This concept was applied In the process of 

creating LabLife through testing an idea that getting new tools and clothing can be fully 

educational, and through repetition will ensure that a key component of that material is 

learned.  It is the desire to continue to get better items and abilities that makes WoW an 

addictive and competitive game. Likewise it was discovered that LabLife can attempt to 

emulate a portion of that addictive nature through providing wide varieties of 

achievements, and ensuring a competitive and fun environment. In light of this, several 

high quality clothing items were created and added to the virtual world. These items are 

restricted and can be awarded by teachers for successful progress though learning 

materials. Learners who feel comfortable with the competitive aspects will find this an 
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enjoyable series of self-motivated goals, while the learners who prefer to refrain from 

this aspect of LabLife will still have access to all of the learning materials in other forms.  

5.4 SecondLife 

It would be impossible to ignore the inspiration provided to this project by the 

virtual world of SecondLife. SecondLife is a virtual world in which players freely interact, 

work virtual jobs, make virtual money, and buy virtual land.  In SecondLife players can 

either pay real world dollars for the SecondLife money known as Linden Dollars (L$)9 

(SecondLife, 2014), or they can work a virtual job for other players or produce virtual 

goods and sell them for L$. The community of SecondLife is huge and has many 

applications including arts, science, religion and education. Players in SecondLife can live 

out a second life and help develop and create the world as they do so. SecondLife 

players can buy land with L$, and then build their dream house, invite friends over and 

have a virtual party in their newly made virtual house. OpenSim takes advantage of all of 

these traits but instead strips away the L$ allowing players to freely build and explore. In 

both SecondLife and OpenSim land owners control who can build, borrow, access and 

copy the things on their land. In order to own land in SecondLife one must pay a L$ 

monthly tax, whereas in OpenSim, land owners must simply run a server that allows 

people (including yourself) to access and visit the land you create. In financial logic, the 

L$ that players must pay covers the cost of running the real world server that is hosting 

the virtual land. Since SecondLife is ultimately a business, it stands to reason that 

                                                           
9 Linden Dollars derive their name from the parent company ‘Linden Lab’ (http://www.lindenlab.com/) 
which developed SecondLife.  
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SecondLife’s costs will be inflated (in order to provide a profit margin, pay employees 

and cover the continued costs of research and development). This was immediately 

apparent to us when we were deciding how and where the virtual world of LabLife 

would be created.  

That being said, SecondLife did provide a significant level of inspiration for this 

project. The virtual world of SecondLife is an established network of players who 

interact with one another in a game-like fashion. The game itself poses no immediate 

goals to the players. Instead players are self-driven to create their own goals, whether 

they are building objects, developing land or just meeting and interacting with other 

players. This concept is significantly different from the concept of WoW, which drives 

players forward through different reward based systems. When considering how LabLife 

was to be created, the concepts behind SecondLife prove that if given a blank canvas, 

players will create their own goals and motivations. LabLife took some lessons from this 

by allowing players the freedom to gain and develop land. Unlike both WoW and 

SecondLife, LabLife does not require either real world or virtual world money, but 

instead requires users to earn rewards through activities. This is similar to how players 

in both WoW and SecondLife can work at jobs for money. Learners in LabLife are able to 

earn land on private islands through their teachers who can distribute the land as a way 

to reward student progress. 

 Allowing players to take control of a portion of the virtual environment is a 

continuously rewarding system that can be used to provide feedback and a sense of 

meaningful contribution to a community. By allowing learners the possibility of earning 
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land to modify and build upon, SecondLife has shown that players will treat the land as a 

blank canvas to both express themselves and to contribute to the LabLife community. 

These contributions are not central to Lablife, but can be accessed and interacted with 

by members of LabLife. As has been seen in SecondLife this sense of community may 

drive players to work towards earning materials and objects with which to populate 

their land, and ultimately to promote the incentive to learn as they work towards 

earning those materials.  

5.5 OpenSimulator 

Unlike SecondLife, which controls access to the majority of its software, 

OpenSimulator, which is more commonly referred to as OpenSim, provides server 

software that can be modified and used by the end user. A virtual world running 

OpenSim software is similar in many ways to SecondLife. The graphical appearance and 

much of the interface and functionality of SecondLife was used to design and build 

OpenSim. In many ways the software platform of OpenSim can be seen as a free 

alternative to SecondLife. These similarities are not coincidental, and the origin of 

OpenSim is strongly connected to that of SecondLife. Originally the OpenSim software 

was designed to function using the SecondLife client so that current users of SecondLife 

could easily use both software platforms (http://opensimulator.org/wiki/History). As a 

result OpenSim has provided existing SecondLife members a free alternative but also an 

open workspace to test and develop content that could later be brought into 

SecondLife. Since the creation of OpenSim in 2007, the online community has 

continually improved and modified the software (OpenSimulator, 2012)  

http://opensimulator.org/wiki/History
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OpenSim is open-source software that runs a multi-user 3D application. Users 

are able to connect to a server running OpenSim software from a variety of locations 

and from a variety of clients that work on many operating systems (including Windows, 

Linux, and the Mac OS). Users are able to access the same world, at the same time, 

regardless of their connection protocols, and enabling users to create 3D content in real 

time. OpenSim supports a variety of programming languages (including LSL/OSSL and 

C#), that permit a large degree of control over the environment and available 

interactions with objects and other users in that environment. A single OpenSim server 

supports 3D environments as small as a single simulated area, or as large as thousands 

of areas that run adjacent to one another or that are separated by virtual vast distances. 

This enables many projects to be worked on, environments to be explored and 

interactions to be made all in the same world, and without encroaching on one 

another’s space (OpenSim, 2014).  

As open source software, OpenSim is free to modify and use, but lacks a full time 

paid development team. As a publicly available open-source software, OpenSim is 

released for public use under a BSD10 copyright license, which is a simple and very liberal 

                                                           
10 A BSD license is a permissive free software license that imposes minimal restrictions on redistribution. 

The entire legal text for the OpenSim license is:  
 
Copyright (c) Contributors, http://opensimulator.org/ See CONTRIBUTORS.TXT for a full list of 
copyright holders.  
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted 
provided that the following conditions are met:  
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and 

the following disclaimer.  
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions 

and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the 
distribution.  
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license for computer software. Specifically the OpenSim license allows full 

“redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification” 

(OpenSim: BSD License, 2014), as long as no attempt is made to gain profit using the 

‘OpenSimulator’ logo or name.  

The OpenSim software is a publicly available and free to use software modelled 

on the design and concepts of SecondLife. Since the Secondlife software has an 

employed development team and support staff, the costs of running a long-lasting 

educational platform in this virtual world can be prohibitive. Secondlife’s fees for 

creating and uploading objects deterred us from relying on their software. Coupled with 

the fact the SecondLife regions have uncontrolled borders and users can easily gain 

access to adult content, it was felt that we required a stronger degree of security and 

control of the environment available to our prospective learners.  

While OpenSim may initially have been modelled after SecondLife’s virtual 

environment, in the past several years the two software platforms have had divergent 

code developments and now have features unique to each platform. Although these 

                                                           
Neither the name of the OpenSimulator Project nor the names of its contributors may be used 

to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written 
permission.  

 
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE DEVELOPERS ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT 
SHALL THE CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT 
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, 
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT 
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE 
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features, given time, are usually incorporated into the sister software, it does 

consistently result in two differing software models. These features and differences 

generally relate to the manner in which media are loaded and displayed or the methods 

in which scripted codes are read by the hosting machine. As recent research at St. 

Andrew’s University has found (Allison, Campbell, Davies, Dow, Kennedy, McCaffery, 

Miller, Oliver & Perera, 2012), OpenSim has come a long way from its SecondLife roots, 

and has for many research and educational teams become a more predominant choice 

for their lessons and studies. As my research came to completion, this trend for 

education based programmes to use OpenSim as their primary software became the 

obvious logical progression. As the OpenSim development community continues to 

incorporate popular virtual world concepts into OpenSim, without increasing or 

including any costs already associated with running a server network, their product 

continues to emerge as the best choice for hosting education-based virtual worlds. 

Selecting OpenSim as our server software freed the project of many paid service 

requirements by allowing us to upload and modify objects without paying service fees 

for each attempt. Additionally it allowed us to create our own private server with which 

we would be able to retain full control over access and modification. The negative 

results of this choice were often that more responsibility was left for us as the project 

developers as we would have to create most of our own materials and become the first 

line of support for users of our virtual world. While this choice opened possibilities for 

nearly endless content inclusion, the process would become far more time consuming 
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when compared to the extensive and expensive objects library available through 

SecondLife 

5.6 Structure of OpenSim Grids 

In OpenSim, individual areas are referred to as regions. All regions are a specific 

size and shape measuring around 65,000 square virtual meters. In reference to the size 

of a normal human avatar, each meter is about the same as a real-world meter 

compared to an average sized human. All areas in an OpenSim environment are part of 

one or more regions. For example: LabLife has been built using four regions that are 

connected in a 2x2 square. When multiple regions are connected in this way, they are 

referred to as a ‘megaregion’.  

All regions belong to a ‘grid’. A grid is easiest to conceptualize as a more global, 

or world, structure. All regions that are part of the same interconnected space are 

generally part of the same grid, and are usually hosted together on the same server 

network. This allows users to leave one region and enter another region on the same 

grid. Grids are often shown in OpenSim maps as large oceans, with the individual regions 

each being islands or large land masses on that ocean. Avatars cannot usually move 

from one grid to another, but they can move between regions within the grid.  

5.7 Benefits of a Grid Community  

By connecting LabLife to one specific network, learners can use a single interface 

to explore multiple virtual worlds. Likewise, Newfoundland and Labrador-based 

educators will be able to connect their future projects to the growing network of 
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educational materials.  While these network benefits provided initial relief for many 

areas of concern, being part of a greater grid also provided many unforeseen 

advantages. During the development stages, LabLife was connected to two different 

grids at two separate times. The first grid (OSGrid) was an open community of content 

developers and users who freely shared many objects and scripts with the open web. 

Being connected to this grid was an excellent launching platform as it provided LabLife 

with examples and aid in creating our own content. From this first grid community 

LabLife was able to begin to take form. During this early period of development, the 

ability to explore the constructions of others and receive comments regarding our own 

development was extremely helpful and insightful. Initial fears that inviting strangers to 

our work in progress might involve negative social behavior or interruption with our 

progress were unrealized. Instead, I was surprised to discover that all of my experiences 

exploring other virtual worlds and meeting with others on OSGrid were pleasant and 

productive towards learning about this new virtual environment. Exploring the 

surrounding OSGrid community led to the productive and enjoyable process of 

gathering numerous freely shared and free-to-use objects, building, scripts and avatar 

animations. Thanks to the external grid community, LabLife began filling with day-to-day 

objects that would have taken us far too much time to create for ourselves. Lamps, 

guitars, fireplaces and houses were all filling the corners and streets that made up our 

fledgling virtual community.  An issue of increasing concern, however, was that the 

majority of these objects were not accurate to the location or time period that we were 

attempting to portray.  Additionally, many of our early attempts to construct buildings 
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and objects were replaced by freely given materials from the surrounding community. 

But in the end, as our own expertise increased, most of those building and objects were 

themselves replaced with a second round of our own creations developed to more 

accurately represent the environment of Labrador, through using these freely gained 

materials we learned significant insight and skills on how to improve our own creations. 

This learning process of creation, observation and alteration was a major learning 

process for myself, and one which although frustrating at times, proved to be very 

rewarding.  

Ultimately LabLife benefited from the scaffolding that the OSGrid community 

provided through examples and cooperative instruction. NLGrid, the second and 

permanent grid community which LabLife would call home, has been equally 

advantageous for very different reasons. The name NLGrid comes from Newfoundland 

and Labrador Grid and was created as part of the Newfoundland and Labrador 

Immersive Technology Project. It is hosted by the Distance Education, Learning and 

Teaching Support (DELTS. Detailed below) at Memorial University of Newfoundland 

(MUN). The NLGrid is designed solely for educational institutions and is only offered to 

prospective proponents located in Newfoundland and Labrador. As result it has a direct 

connection to the people and the region that is the focus of this project. While OSGrid 

had the advantage of being well established for many more years than the new 

educational NLGrid, and while the NLGrid is less developed, and has a smaller 

population, its members are excited, eager and pushing forward at a rapid rate. The 

security of the NLGrid and its educational purpose has provided focused aid in areas not 
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seen from OSGrid. With the grid’s focus of education, exploring the grid community and 

meeting its members has provided a far more directed refinement of content in LabLife. 

While both communities freely shared large collections of scripts and virtual objects for 

use in world-development, the ones made available through the NLGrid community are 

focused on education and are specific to the province in which LabLife will be used. This 

results in a virtual world environment that contains objects and clothing more relevant 

to the students and teachers of the area. This includes a growing selection of school-

related objects (such as books) as well as fun and acceptable objects, such as animal 

avatar designs and building components.  

5.8 Groups 

In any given grid community, users can belong to many different ‘groups’. In 

OpenSim the term group is a specific term for a number of users who have joined into 

either a permanent or a temporary list. These groups enable users to share ownership 

of land or virtual objects, and can alternatively share powers and properties over 

regions and land areas. This enables users to have a level of shared access to projects 

and areas in the virtual world. The level of shared access can be determined by each 

group and allows users to cooperatively work on projects. In this way, students are able 

to control and create parts of a structure or alter and change objects as long as they 

have access for this purpose. Access for object creation is initially limited by the 

landowner of the grid the avatar is currently visiting. In the process of making LabLife 

we discovered that many variations of grid ownership can be achieved. When a grid is 

first created by the server administrator, the grid will have an initial owner. That owner 
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can subdivide their grid, and share or give away ownership of any subdivided part or 

whole grid space. Avatars must have permission from the current grid’s owner to create 

objects in that space. Groups of users can share ownership of land, and are able to 

control project work in that area through this process. In each case, the original creator 

of each object will have full access to change and alter their own objects in that area.  

In the creation of this virtual world several pre-made groups have been created 

to help share and control various access and accountability in the virtual world. For 

example two already existing groups in our virtual world are “LabLife Creators,” who 

have power to edit and change anything in Port Chance, and “LabLife Educators,” who 

have the ability to add new content and edit most content within specific areas of the 

region. Users can belong to both or neither of these groups. Educators can create any 

number of groups for the students, and students can even make groups amongst 

themselves to share creative works, access land or perform group activities. 

5.9 Avatars 

The graphical interface within OpenSim allows three dimensional explorations 

from the perspective of a user-modified avatar. These avatars function as graphical 

human-appearing representations of the learners and educators using a virtual 

environment, and can be customized (with limits based on a user’s technical skill or the 

available premade materials) to the desire of the user.  Avatars can be made to walk, 

talk, sit, run and use objects in the virtual world. Each avatar has the ability to 

communicate and co-exist with other avatars present in the virtual world. They are able 

to interact and communicate with one another through text, audio, video and avatar 
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movement. Through this myriad of communication techniques users are able to gain a 

feeling of co-presence and cooperative social interaction (Bente, 2008), building 

towards greater emersion into the virtual world. The ability to modify the appearance 

and behavior of avatars for strategic communication purposes is a unique 

communication property of the virtual world environment and may require future 

research on this particular form of interaction and communication.  

Each user of LabLife has the ability to select and modify their own avatar. These 

avatars are unique representations that are associated with the hosting server. The 

avatars exist solely on the hosting server, which limits their use to only the DELTS’ 

NLGrid. This means that while users who are familiar with the software platform will be 

unable to transfer any avatar from other networks, it does create a safer environment 

by disallowing inappropriate material from being brought in as well.  

As the primary method of interaction, a user’s avatar is used to connect and 

interact with any grid on a specific network of servers. Once a user connects to the 

server, they gain control over the actions and mobility of their avatar. Part of that 

mobility includes the ability to instruct the avatar to enter LabLife.  Avatars in this way 

are not directly associated with the virtual world of Lablife, but instead act as an 

intermediate vessel with which to travel inside and interact with the LabLife virtual 

world. It is through the use of avatars that the students and teachers will be able to 

explore and interact in the three dimensional environment of the virtual world of 

LabLife.  
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 5.10 Three-Dimensionality and Representation 

From the very beginning of this research project, I wanted to test the level of 

representation of archaeological materials that could be brought into LabLife. To test 

the possibilities for representation, several methods were tried, including video 

recording, photographic representations, and even three dimensional representations. 

While the majority of these methods were tested and found to be successful in 

depicting archaeological materials in the environment, the most detailed and successful 

at representing the archaeological materials was the three dimensional (3D) 

representative objects. Three variants of 3D objects have been tested in LabLife: virtual 

recreations, 3D scanned representations, and 3D images formed from digital 

photographs in the field. In testing the first two of these methods for presenting 

archaeological materials, the quality of the representations surpassed the expectations 

of the research team.  

Without any prior skills in creating 3D models, I felt it was prudent to contract an 

outside mesh builder for the creation of specific historical objects. These 

reconstructions included an archaeologically accurate Inuit sod-hut, Inuit clothing (such 

as a man’s and woman’s fur parka)11, fur boots, fur mitts, and snowshoes; Inuit tools 

(such as a whaling harpoon), dog-sled and husky dog, kayak, umiak, and traditional soap 

stone lamp or qullik; and a European schooner and longboat. These objects were built 

from specifications collected by the CURA research team in photographs and videos of 

                                                           
11 While many of details for the parka and other clothing come directly from CURA researchers, additional 
information was also gathered from the online display at McCord Museum (Issenman, 2015) 
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real-world materials (with the exception of the schooner, which was created to be a 

more general representation of schooners that were found along the coast during the 

contact period).  Following protocols now established by the project, we turned to the 

SecondLife and OpenSim community postings and chat groups rather than a large 

corporate media studio in order to find an independent skilled artist who would be 

capable of taking on our requests12. Although reducing our costs considerably, this 

decision took more time to complete, as contracting a single individual, who works 

multiple jobs, meant that they were unable to devote their entire focus to the project at 

hand.  

During this project we also attempted to bring visual representations of artifacts 

into the world by scanning real-life objects and bringing these near-perfect replicas into 

the virtual world. We tested this through the use of a scanned toggling harpoon from 

the New Brunswick Archaeological Services department located in Fredericton, NB. This 

was done early in the project to test feasibility for interacting with 3D scans inside 

OpenSim. After the real-world artifact was scanned, the image file was easily uploaded 

to the OpenSim server maintaining excellent resolution. This process was surprisingly 

simple and effective as both the scanner and the OpenSim environment already use the 

‘.obj’ file types. The fine detail of the replicated image did not appear to impact load 

times for viewing.  Users were able to examine and use the 3D artifact immediately 

upon uploading, with no apparent issues when interacting with the object.   This sample 

                                                           
12 Compared to modest design rates of around $50/hour (DUV Design, 2014), we were able to reduce our 
construction costs by 76% (compared to the rate of roughly $12/hour requested by our privately 
contracted mesh builder). 
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image suggested that the process could be quick and simple and would result in our 

ability to host near perfect 3D images of the archaeological materials that is emerging 

from the CURA research.  It was my intention to use 3D images to provide students with 

immediate access to exact digital replicas of these historic items. Fine details of colour 

and use-wear could even be preserved in the virtual world. Factors such as size, width, 

colour, the number of facets and the measurements, markings and indentations 

throughout the artifact can be retained in the virtual world. For further educational 

analysis, this information could be calculated by a hosting computer and provided 

rapidly in the virtual environment. This process could save archaeologists and student 

learners hours of lab work and provide students with research information and 

materials that are unavailable elsewhere. 

Budget constraints and proximity to the artifact collections limited our 3D 

scanning options. Ideally, we needed to scan the artifacts in situ where the collections 

were held, but few if any commercial options offered such a service, and certainly not 

within our price range.  In our search however, we came across the Matterform 3D 

scanner which had recently launched its production phase. This Canadian owned and 

operated company seemed to have answered all of our problems with regards to 

acquiring 3D scanning hardware. Production issues however are common with start-ups 

involving experimental technologies, and as a result our scanner did not arrive in time 

for our final field session. This left us with the knowledge that the process works, and 

artifacts can be brought into the virtual world with great ease, but unfortunately due to 

these constraints were unable to be done during the existing research period.  
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During the 2012 and 2013 field seasons I attempted to create 3D representations 

of archaeological materials and excavations while still in the field. The process involved 

large quantities of photos that I would later process through 3D mesh processing 

software such as ‘123D Catch’ (123D catch, 2014) and Arqspin (Arqspin, 2014). During 

the 2011 field season many artifacts were photographed for this purpose, and the 

archaeological sites I worked upon were recorded with both video recordings and 

photographs. After the field work was completed these images were processed using 3D 

mesh creation software. This process however was not as successful as desired. Due to 

bad weather conditions that led to poor lightning and inconsistent background 

conditions in the field, these images proved unsuitable for processing into 3D replicas. 

While it would be possible to clean each of these images in software such as Photoshop, 

time constraints and the level of labour required to clean each of these photos amongst 

the hundreds that existed would have been prohibitive. Many of these images and 

recording however were still useful for depicting field work and the archaeological 

process, and as such were repurposed. We were unable to use the photos and videos 

collected during the 2011 field season for 3D rendering as they were lost in the house 

fire. 
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6.0 Developing and Maintaining a Virtual World 

In this section I provide the background and purpose for the more technical 

aspects of the research conducted for my thesis. This will include a discussion of the 

methodology employed for online education and the growing use of virtual worlds in 

educational contexts, as well as the consequent online networking choices that were 

made for this research project.  

As previously mentioned, in order to distribute the materials emerging from the 

CURA project, a virtual world platform was developed by me in conjunction with CURA 

member Evelyn Plaice, who supervised the work. The virtual world that was created for 

this project is entitled LabLife. This title was chosen as it encompasses multiple concepts 

by bringing together the location “Labrador” and the historical “lifestyles” or way of life 

of that region13. We felt this title would evoke the correct concepts of our project, and 

immediately relate itself to the poplar virtual environment “SecondLife” upon which we 

based our design.14 Like Secondlife, LabLife exists as a virtual reality in which learners 

and educators can interact through the use of avatars.  

6.1 Distance Education, Learning and Teaching Support 

In order to develop this virtual world, several components needed to be 

satisfied. These included: a server-based location to host the virtual world platform that 

                                                           
13 Additionally, the term ‘lab’ was also indicative of the interactive learning environment we wanted to 

create. 

 
14 The original project name, “LabradorLife,” may have conveyed the ideas of the project more thoroughly 

but had to be relinquished because it was too close to the title of the regionally-based magazine, 
Labrador Life. 
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we developed; a secure server or internet environment which allows for controlled 

access to the virtual world we developed; suitable and affordable software with which 

to build the virtual environment; programming expertise in the LSL virtual world 

programming language (the primary language used in OpenSim); graphical design 

expertise; and finally, maintenance and administration personnel to run the server 

space occupied by our project. The programming and graphical design elements for this 

project were covered by myself, CURA member Evie Plaice and, where available, local 

(largely UNB-based) student talent. In order to complete this project, materials were 

also drawn from open access, open source and media sharing communities who freely 

contributed materials to the public domain. In this chapter, I discuss each of these 

requirements separately. 

When I joined the CURA researchers as a student there were no financial 

resources set aside for server costs or software development. While software licensing 

costs were negated through the use of open source software, server maintenance and 

hosting funds were not available in the CURA budget. The server and operation costs of 

creating and maintaining a virtual world can become extremely high. A comparable 

NFLD based project expended over $225,000 (The Telegram, 2010) to create a similar 

educational LSL virtual world, which goes well beyond the resources available for this 

project. In order to avoid such a high level of expenditure this project sought viable 

production and hosting methods outside of the commercial sector.  

In order to address our server hosting and maintenance needs, we have come to 

an agreement with the Distance Education, Learning and Teaching Support (DELTS) at 
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Memorial University. DELTS is one of the first educational institutions in this part of 

Canada to develop a server system specifically for educational and school needs. 

Speaking with DELTS and their later agreement to take on the hosting responsibilities of 

LabLife was a major step forward in the development of the virtual world. The first two 

years of the project were plagued by problems concerning hosting and administrating 

issues. Initially, we began hosting LabLife on a privately funded server owned and 

operated by an independent company in the United States. This company provided 

excellent service, but was not a sustainable funding situation. Additionally, access to the 

virtual world was public, and the community to which it was connected contained adult 

materials that would not be suitable for young learners.  DELTS helped us with this first 

step in learning about how to create a safe and secure educational environment.  

Through DELTS, we learned that online educational environments are controlled 

provincially, in this case  limiting the use of online learner software on Labrador’s school 

computers to accessing only those systems hosted in the province of Newfoundland & 

Labrador. This stipulation, which is situated to provide a safe environment for young 

learners, made our original software host invalid for the project we wished to provide. 

DELTS was well situated, with forty years in the field of distance learning support, 

including several projects that have helped to bring distance education and online 

support to the rural areas of Labrador, and being funded and maintained through 

Memorial University of Newfoundland where the majority of the CURA project 

researchers are based. Additionally, DELTS was already connected to Labrador schools 

through previous internet access projects and willing to help sustain LabLife into the 
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foreseeable future, DELTS was the obvious choice to partner with us in supporting our 

project LabLife for southeastern Labrador schools.  

An additional boon to joining the DELTS server and its family of hosted grids was 

the growing community of educational virtual world developers who have shared ideas 

in this secure and supportive forum. As one of these shared benefits the DELTS team 

designed and provided basic in-world tutorials for the students who will eventually be 

entering the virtual worlds hosted through the DELTS server. This relieved us of a further 

step in developing LabLife, since all students using our virtual world will now have 

access to this basic training through DELTS. 

6.2 Connectivity 

In order to connect to virtual worlds created using OpenSim software, we tested 

and suggest the use of a series of small free-to-use clients which are able to connect to 

LabLife from wide variety of internet connections. In order to test the Labrador region’s 

bandwidth and ensure that schools in the region would be able to access our project, 

connection tests were performed at each school and in the surrounding communities 

where we could gain connection access to the internet. These connections were tested 

during the 2011 and 2014 field seasons and involved checking each town’s local internet 

speeds, the schools connections, and even the Wi-Fi broadcasted off my own iPhone’s 

data plan. This testing period showed that connection speeds in the area were viable for 

this project, and that even our highly detailed 3D artifacts could be loaded quickly on 

the available internet speeds. This included the ability to interact and use these objects, 

even though a cell phone data-plan connection. While some towns did experience 
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occasional disconnection issues, all of the tested connections did prove viable for using 

Lablife. In many areas when demonstrated, our project was able to express the viability 

of the project by switching between both cellular internet and local Wi-Fi in order to 

express the low bandwidth required to connect to the virtual world in these regions. 

This ease of accessibility shows that learners will be able to access the virtual world 

from a variety of remote and rural locations and through both global and local 

networking possibilities, enabling learners to learn and play at their own desired rate 

from home and from the school’s Wi-Fi connection.  

6.3 Addressing Issues of Security  

We selected the OpenSim software to gain a high degree of control over the 

access and in-world security of LabLife. Our involvement with DELTS and our ability to 

control the OpenSim software has helped solve many facets of this problem. While a 

large corporate virtual world like SecondLife can hold a great deal of possibility as an 

educational tool (De Lucia, 2009),  the growing size and content of virtual worlds have 

unfortunately begun to render them less safe as learning environments, especially for 

young learners. In large existing virtual worlds such as SecondLife, learners are able to 

go beyond the boundaries of the learning environment and roam into neighboring 

virtual worlds that may have unsuitable content. By creating our own virtual world with 

OpenSim, this project created a safe secure environment that is not connected to any 

adult virtual environments. Hosting LabLife on the DELTS server guarantees that the 

software will continue to be hosted and maintained in the province of its intended use 

and provide security that limits unwanted outside access to the virtual world.   
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Using open-source software, and thanks to the aid of DELTS, we have been able 

to host our virtual world on a dedicated educational server. The DELTS server, NLGrid, 

gives complete control over whom we allow onto our portion of the DELTS community 

environment. More importantly DELTS directly controls access to the virtual world. 

Initially we found that DELTS had instigated an open registration process for accessing 

the environment. Through meeting with the DELTS representatives in Newfoundland, 

we were able to increase even this level of security one more step. This increase in 

security for registration now requires all prospective users to be on a ‘whitelist’ or have 

a school or school-affiliated email address to be able to register an avatar. Schools that 

DELTS considers affiliated or permissible are given a wide allowance, enabling students 

and teachers at acknowledged schools to be able to register if they have an active 

school-based email address. Other users who wish to access this virtual world, must 

contact either DELTS directly, myself or any current administrator of LabLife in order to 

have their email (or email domain) added to the whitelist of acceptable accounts. Users 

can then register at the NLGrid website, create an avatar, and enter the virtual world.  

 Beyond registration, we ensured that other security measures will exist. This 

includes chat logging and pre-programmed non-user avatars that patrol the various 

grids looking for negative social behaviors and improper activity.  With a virtual world 

like LabLife that allows for a large amount of creativity, it is important to highlight the 

social behaviors that can negatively impact user creations. LabLife helps secure user 

creative content by enabling users to retain or share their creative content as they 

desire. Without a user expressly sharing their creations with others, no other user will 
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be able to directly copy, change or take those creations. Users working in groups can 

share creative permissions, enabling group creative projects without allowing other 

learners to interfere with an ongoing project. Educators will always be able to see who 

created any given object, ensuring that students retain responsibility for their actions 

and gain appropriate credit for work they have completed.  

6.4 In-World Communities and Networking 

Inside LabLife, learners are able to communicate and interact with one another, 

and share the process of the learning journey. The virtual world functions as a portal 

that provides access to the various resources produced by the broader research team. 

LabLife will allow students and teachers to connect across great distances through the 

internet and interact with a graphical representation of Labrador in order to explore and 

contribute to resources and materials about local heritage and history. Through the use 

of internet-based network software, this project will be able to connect invited learners, 

educators and specialists from across the globe, while maintaining a safe online 

environment.  

By hosting the network directly in Newfoundland, the Labrador communities 

have easier access to the server and be able to addresses some of the concerns that 

may arise from allowing young learners to access external networks. The communities 

that this project is targeting are already connected through online networking platforms 

such as Facebook and Twitter. A goal of this project is to build upon these existing social 

networks and communities for educational purposes. The Labrador communities are 

adept at using social media to connect with each other, and the attempt had been made 
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to make use of this existing social interaction by adding LabLife as an additional means 

of interaction. A great deal of physical distance separates the targeted communities 

along the Labrador coast. By implementing an educational network that is significantly 

different from Facebook and Twitter (both in terms of educational content and by  using 

a fully immersive graphical virtual world), LabLife adds another medium for interaction 

for students along the coast which takes advantage of an already well established 

facility in social media. One major advantage that LabLife has when compared to 

Facebook and Twitter is its ability to provide educational content to young learners. In 

order to use Facebook, a user must be of 13 years of age or older (Facebook, 2012), and 

in order to use Twitter a user must be old enough to “form a binding contract with 

Twitter” (Twitter Terms of Service: https://twitter.com/tos?lang=en). While many young 

people may use Facebook and Twitter by ignoring the legal Terms of Service, Lablife 

offers a safe and secure environment that enables young learners to safely interact with 

one another through a secure network. Additionally while Twitter is nearly completely 

text based, and Facebook may make use of picture and video content, it still a web-page 

based service and does not allow users to communicate except through a form of 

advanced two dimensional messaging. LabLife gives learners the ability to network with 

each other in a virtual world replica of a Labrador community, see each other’s avatars 

and interact and exchange information on a three dimensional network.  

Both Facebook and Twitter are great social access routes through which students 

can interact, communicate and make future plans. This project does not intend to 

compete with or supplant these social networking sites, but rather to introduce another 

https://twitter.com/tos?lang=en
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medium through which students can interact. In furthering the attempts to not compete 

with these existing modes of communication, it was realized early that we would be 

able to include access to sites such as Facebook and Twitter on in-world screens. These 

screens are controllable by moderators and educators, and provide individual privacy to 

an avatar viewing these websites.  

The medium of LabLife however has been focused on, and constructed using, 

educational materials. As a result, while ‘playing’ in LabLife users will be constantly 

exposed to educational material.  With LabLife students can form teams that go beyond 

the physical class room, incorporating groups of students from different schools and 

working cooperatively towards a common goal. A benefit in this form of medium is that 

it enabled learners to be able to explore LabLife individually and learn at a rate that is 

best suited for each student’s unique needs. Since the material is presented virtually to 

the learner, they have the ability to retry activities, reuse materials, and share resources 

indefinitely. The ability to retry projects without the loss of materials or review 

materials at an as-needed rate, allows for levels of experimentations that would be too 

costly to attempt outside of the virtual world, and provides students with opportunities 

for experimentation.  

6.5 Authenticity and Virtual World Terrain 

The virtual world created by this project emulates a fictitious recreation of the 

physical southeastern Labrador environment. As such, Lablife is a representation of both 

generic and specifically important elements of a Labrador landscape put together in a 

manner that should resemble and remind people of the southeastern Labrador coast. 
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This includes generic landscape modelling and specific building recreations such as the 

recreations of an historic Inuit sod hut, a Hudson’s Bay Company building, a Grenfell era 

styled nursing station, and the replica of the abandoned church from Seal Island. The 

setting of the virtual world was hand tailored to resemble the landmasses along 

southeastern Labrador coast, and was heavily influenced by the abandoned settlement 

of Triangle, where I spent my first field season. Additionally, Port Chance has been 

influenced by many prominent books written about life within Labrador (Hubbard, 1908; 

Morrison 1900; Prichard; 1911; Prowse; 1905; Stearns; 1884; 1888; Townsend, 1907, 

1910, 1918) and the many details expressed within various editions of Them Days (Them 

Days, n.d.). The terrain of LabLife is not a perfect recreation of any one area, but instead 

it provides a facsimile of this region that will be recognizable and identifiable with the 

target audience. 

In predetermined areas learners will be able to take on a more active role of 

altering their environment. Certain regions have been left for learners to build and 

create their own houses, furniture and equipment – either as independent individual 

projects or school-based group projects. This allows the virtual world to continually 

evolve and allow learners to have a hand in the visualization of the world.  For this task, 

students are provided with a multitude of options for building objects. Our focus in this 

was to test recreating key historic objects native to the region, and included recreations 

of traditional Inuit objects such as an umiak, kayak, toggled harpoon, oil lamp, dog-sled, 

pipe, and sewing kit. Our final results in this were exceptionally detailed and appear to 

be immediately recognizable as representing their real-world counterparts. A more 
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detailed discussion on the evolution of landscaping and construction in LabLife will be 

given in Chapter 8 below. 

In a virtual world interpretation can take on a whole new possibility. In this kind 

of virtual reality a learner is literally able to be the object of discussion and analysis. 

Unlike traditional class settings, learners are able to take on the appearance and shape 

of 3D objects for greater analysis. Recent research done in SecondLife has expressed 

how in a virtual world “instead of observing actions such as object rotation from a third 

person perspective, learners in the virtual world were able to construct an 

understanding from a first-person perspective” (Hew & Cheung 2010, p.38). New levels 

of interaction with the virtual world will continually keep the visual representations 

dynamic as each person adds to the virtual environment around them. In order to help 

learners explore the virtual world, the visual angle provided to the learners function 

with a full 3 axis of viewing. This viewing angle can be zoomed in or out to switch 

between a first person and a third person view seamlessly. This omni-directional view 

allows the learner to see and explore the virtual environment in a manner that goes 

beyond a real-life angle of view, and permits learners to explore their environment in 

many ways.  

6.6 LabLife as an Educational Portal 

LabLife is designed as an education portal to facilitate the distribution of the 

CURA materials to the learners of the southeastern coast. I have already discussed many 

of the benefits of the virtual world as a learning tool, and how many of the online 

features of the software can further that goal. As educational psychologist Suzanne 
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Baker states in her research regarding SecondLife, educators should “consider the virtual 

world to be one tool in your toolbox” (Baker, 2009). While the virtual world is a strong 

multifaceted tool on its own, it is not the penultimate tool for all-inclusive teaching. The 

results of the research conducted by this project indicate that there is a need for an 

educator or guide through the learning process and educational environment. Educators 

and learners should accept the role of an OPLE as that of a tool and not a surrogate 

teacher. Virtual world OPLEs provide a platform, and medium with which to facilitate 

further learning. The majority of existing OPLEs appear to either replicate an existing 

educational environment or provide a very general landscape that still needs to be 

molded for educational use. For many educational needs this may be enough, but in 

order to create a virtual world that facilitates the CURA-related goal, a further step had 

to be taken for expanding the use of this virtual world tool. In this way LabLife is an 

attempt to provide both an educational medium and an educational portal to access 

additional materials. To help facilitate this, attempts have been made to ease the 

workload on the educator by filling the virtual world with historic recreations, which are 

covered in detail in the final chapter. Additionally attempts have been made to reduce 

the work load of the student through gathering reliable resources of historical materials 

into one place. In this attempt, our virtual world provides links and methods of access to 

both specific texts videos and websites, and also to external reliable online sources for 

similar information. Given that this project is aimed at historical materials, the focus for 

our resource repository is history, and materials that relate to the CURA research. 

Having easy access to these resources reduces the amount of work a student must 
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perform in order to find reliable web sources online. During this research, particular 

attention was placed on ensuring that relevant and reliable resources were gathered for 

student use. In terms of discovering this goal, we found that many primary resources 

are available, yet scattered in various repositories. Collecting these primary resources 

for easy access was time consuming but effective in meeting this goal. Through 

incorporating them into virtual world video screens and virtual books in the library, we 

hope to garner interest with learners as they search for resources for their projects. 

While this virtual world has the opportunity to offer complete courses, from gathering 

resources to creating projects, and submitting papers, LabLife attempts to offer 

opportunities for teachers to create their own project concepts, and allow the virtual 

world to help facilitate one method that students can perform project work. In this 

process teachers and students will both be able to expand the virtual world with their 

own projects and ideas. 

6.7 LabLife as a Teaching Tool 

Using virtual worlds to give online lessons is already well on its way to being an 

established process. Universities such as Leicester University in England (Edirisingha, 

2009) and Molde University College in Norway (Molka-Danielsen, 2009) have already 

created their own virtual worlds and used them to lecture to a variety of students. In the 

majority of these research attempts this has been met with a strong positive response. 

LabLife in turn has already given space to allow these kinds of lectures. In these 

previously mentioned cases the virtual world had to be constructed and personalized by 

the educators in addition to providing the lecture. LabLife explores the possibility for 
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providing a variety of possible virtual lecture areas in hopes of easing the work-load for 

teachers in this regard. This represents an option already in development at other 

universities such as Tulane University (http://tulanescs.metaverseworlds.com:8002) and 

the University of Cincinnati (http://ucsim.us.edu:8002). The ability to copy areas of 

LabLife for personal modifications is already available to educators, and will hopefully 

greatly reduce the vast consumption of time involved virtual-world modelling and 

construction. In addition, an extensive attempt has been made to provide a variety of 

media in-world for extending the teaching process. This includes in-world movies, 

videos, websites, books and objects, with free access to scripts for controlling and 

presenting these forms of media to students.  With this extended tool-kit, teachers 

should be able to bring standard teaching methods such as handouts, videos, 

presentations and lectures into the virtual world with very little work. As part of the 

DELTS grid community of educators, this will allow teachers from anywhere in the world 

to connect to the NLGrid and provide specialized lectures or show materials not 

otherwise available to the localized school zones. With 3D scanning technology we 

found that with very few additional steps, physical teaching materials from anywhere in 

the world can be brought into this virtual world and used in a presentation, lesson, or 

lecture. In this way, the schools of Labrador will be able to contact an archaeologist in 

Ontario, who will be able to scan a physical artifact and then give a detailed lecture 

about its history. In this lecture, these scanned objects can be copied and given to 

students as well as modified, and used in-world. Added to this with some additional 

scripting, these objects are able to become functional tools. While this opens the 

http://tulanescs.metaverseworlds.com:8002/
http://ucsim.us.edu:8002/
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possibilities for using the objects in-world, it was found through this research that 

scripting for these objects is time consuming and requires a high degree of programming 

skill.  

A further online tool-use that was tested in this research was the addition of 

media boards for media presentation. The media boards provide opportunities for 

educators and students to share materials simultaneously with all avatars at their 

location. Researcher Molka-Danielsen (2009) used similar boards in his multiple class 

studies to present materials to students from different locations around the world. 

While these were adequate for the intended purposes there were several shortcomings 

when attempting to use this form of virtual media to replicate real-world teaching 

methods. These findings, which coincide with my own observations, showed excessive 

load times when using power-point presentations. In Molka-Danielsen’s study, it was 

found that while these slides worked, and did present materials simultaneously to all 

the multi-national students, there was an extended load time of about 20 seconds per 

slide as these slides came into full resolution. Additionally the subjects of the study 

pointed out certain irritations with lack of control towards these slide shows. By default 

these slideshows are under the control of their creator and slides can only be moved 

forward or reversed by the slideshow creator. In the development of LabLife, these 

issues were also observed and steps have been taken to provide specific remedies to 

these problems. In this process, a variety of slideshow methods of presentation were 

created, allowing educators more control over how their presentations can be depicted 

in-world. This includes multiple forms of media boards, and several presentation scripts 
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that were written to provide greater control over the media boards. We found that one 

type of media board created during this project can be used as they were depicted in 

Molka-Danielsen’s research, albeit with the 20 second delay. This simple method allows 

educators to drag and drop existing power-point presentations into media boards, but 

does not, as Molka-Danielsen points out, take full advantage of the opportunities 

provided by this new suite of virtual-world technologies. In light of this, I had attempted 

an approach to speed up presentations through scripts that rotate through images 

imbedded inside virtual-world objects. In this way educators will have to convert their 

slideshows into image files. After which, the process involves simply dragging and 

dropping the images into a scripted media board. The new load times between images 

will depend on the quality of the images but ultimately we found that this method 

hastens the load time significantly.  

Similar scripts were also used to help guide learners and first time visitors 

through the virtual world. When a user logs into their avatar, they will appear next to a 

building containing a map of the region. This map shows the user’s current location and 

the names and details of the other nearby buildings and areas. Through some scripting 

we attempted to test helpful guides to show which educators are also online, and easy 

to use buttons for contacting them. Our result in this was that each educator or guide in 

LabLife should be given a button-indicator in this building. These buttons are large 

coloured blocks in-world that light up and change colour when that educator is logged 

in. Clicking one of these buttons enables the user to send that educator or guide an 

instant message. Through this simple method, users will be able to determine which 
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educators are online and find or contact others who might be able to help them or 

provide them with in-world guidance. 

6.8 Target Audience 

While the final owners of LabLife will be the teachers and administrators of the 

Newfoundland & Labrador English School District, it is hoped that eventually student 

learners will be the primary users of the software. As the creation of LabLife proceeded, 

choices had to be made regarding the eventual target student audience in regards to 

educational level and grade. As many teachers pointed out during my field work, 

applications for this software could be used in nearly every facet of the curriculum; Arts 

(visual arts graphic design and structure construction, drama in character role-play, 

music in song recognition or collaborative audio file construction and multimedia in 

video construction), Language Studies (through online books, collaborative in-world 

creation and online communication), Health Studies (through online healthy lifestyles 

resources and through avatar based role-play), Mathematics (through shape use, 3D 

geometry experimentation, specific construction exercise, and online interactive math 

puzzles), and Science / Technology (through advancing programming skills, typing skills, 

and building understanding of online and interacting systems). All these features 

however could have a wide variety of applicable grades, but ultimately settling on 

grades three and above. The reason for this is based on the existing curriculum, and 

what LabLife would best offer to specific grade levels. While the current Labrador 

curriculum does not have full computer-technology courses until grade 7 (Government 

of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2015), teachers in the region reported that students of 
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all grades were already interacting in offline virtual environments and online 

researching tools. It was believed throughout the creation of the virtual world 

environment that students typically in grades K-2 would not benefit from the advanced 

features that were being developed within the virtual world. While there were no 

intentions for limiting access to these age groups from the virtual world, focus was 

placed on testing materials that would better fit into curricula above that age grouping.  
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7.0 Addressing Current Educational Theories 

In this section, I explore the theories that have helped me conceptualize my 

approach to the research. I address how key theories in education informed the 

decision-making process for the project, and how the learning materials came to be 

presented in the virtual world. 

 Some of the initial considerations for this project revolved around concepts of 

educating through a gaming medium. In personal experience, I have encountered 

numerous times when users of video-game virtual worlds are able to remember and 

recite fictitious video-game histories, settings, names, places and events. I wondered 

then, if video game lore could be replaced with historically relevant material. This 

pattern of thought led me to consider educational theory, video game culture and 

archaeological knowledge is presented. In this, I looked toward concepts of replacing 

game backdrops without replacing game mechanics or activities (the elements I believe 

to be crucial to the success and enjoyment of the games). In contemporary educational 

theory this appears to be an acceptable approach (Bonarch, 2006, Childress, 2006). 

As educator Katherine Wilson and her colleagues (2009) have shown, video 

game environments can be used to provide a wide variety of learning feedback and 

rewards. Game environments can include active participation, dynamic interaction, and 

goal direction. These attributes provide clear in-world goals that use sensory stimuli as 

feedback for performance. Wilson shows that sounds and visual lights can be used as 

effective indicators of success and even as rewards in themselves, which help to provide 

feedback to the learner concerning their progress through the material. This reward 
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system is one method for enabling learners to freely explore and interact in a virtual 

environment while still receiving feedback on progress without hindrance. These tasks 

can be open ended and allow players to pick tasks according to their interests while the 

reward for participating in these tasks will incentivize and guide learners through the 

learning material. These virtual world activities build upon each other, and more 

advanced tasks will not be available until previous learning objectives (and their 

associated activities) have been completed. After completing specific activities, each 

player will be able to gain rewards for completion. Since these tasks are repeatable and 

offer a variety of reward levels based on difficulty of the task and importance towards 

the learning objectives, this reward system will provide important levels of feedback. 

Learners can then display their rewards to show their level of achievement, and return 

to previous material to earn additional rewards. This ability to incentivize learning 

outcomes was the initial motivation for working within a virtual world.  

When considering predominant theories relevant to this research, given the 

visual nature of this research, it is logical to begin with theories that focus on design. 

Having already mentioned a short history of how online design has evolved, it is prudent 

to look at how plausible future design should take hold. In examining how LabLife 

should express these activities, the theories of interface design theorist Bonnie Skaalid 

(1997, 1999) became influential in determining design layout and interface interaction. 

Skaalid work is centered in constructivism and works towards creating better online 

learning tools. Skaalid’s theories of human- interface design (1999) suggest that at all 

times online learners should have as complete control as possible throughout the 
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learning process. Taking this into consideration as the designer of LabLife, I have 

constantly looked for opportunities to provide guided-control to the user. We 

attempted to provide that control through instructional boards and inventory items that 

track progress, as well as through the aid of in-world instructors that can step in to assist 

learners in times of need. In addition, Skaalid (1999) highlights the importance behind 

allowing learners to be able to halt and replay streamed media. Through the use of 

online avatars, the virtual world of LabLife is able to satisfy these student control 

requirements much more efficiently, giving the user far more options for interactive 

control than is available in website design. In addition I have been able to address the 

concerns of consistency and mobility through content with the use of a single landscape, 

in which users are able to teleport between areas and access or re-access materials as 

desired. 

 Skaalid’s focus on how online interfaces should be structured and designed was 

also very insightful for the design of this project. Particularly influential were her 

thoughts on how online users perceive objects and recognize shapes. In the virtual 

world this has significant application, as all objects in that world are in fact 

representations made up of smaller parts and shapes that we take to understand as 

representative of objects. Skaalid often describes how we understand collections of 

objects to represent entirely deferent shapes. A simplistic example would be a series of 

dots placed together to form what we understand as a line. Similarly, in the virtual 

world, construction of materials is generally performed using shapes placed with one 

another to form wholly new objects. The majority of structures created during this 
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process were built using overlapping objects that work together to resemble real world 

objects. Many of these objects are wrapped in images in order to trick the viewer into 

thinking that a single object is actually many interlocking parts. In this way, this concept 

is important to understanding how future users might perceive objects in LabLife. 

Additional discussions presented by Skaalid (1999) further denote the 

importance of the proper use of visual cues and media implantation. Her discussion 

highlights the importance of using visual media that is both relevant and adds to the 

material being taught. Comprehension in this can be hampered by improper or 

excessive use that detracts from the important materials. This line of thought formed 

further motivation for my use of a virtual world as opposed to a web-presented 

educational platform, as the move towards a 3D virtual environment permits a wider 

variety of media, and the ability to present media that is more relevant to the 

information being taught. Many of her insights revolve around user control and 

representation. LabLife addresses many of these common issues through the use of 

avatars in an interactive virtual world. Much of Skaalid’s concerns include design issues 

in which error handling can result in an obstruction in the learning process. We have 

gained some help in addressing this through the DELTS server-team, while it should be 

noted that the SecondLife software offers a consistent technical support team to help 

address this issue, and would better address software error issues.   

Skaalid (1999) also suggests the importance of action control, and the ease with 

which users should be able to reverse action. In testing action and reversal in the 

OpenSim software we found that the ability to easily reverse actions could be provided 
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through a variety of interactive options, allowing learners to pause and rewind media, as 

well as revisit activities in order to retry them. While retrying an activity is not the same 

as reversing the activity, no actions in the LabLife virtual world result in a permanent 

change that cannot be undone or redone. This ties into Skaalid’s point towards reducing 

short-term memory load, through enabling users to review or by providing users with 

reviewable cues of the material that has been learned. In solving this issue, several 

methods for media representation were attempted, including a variety of scripts for 

giving users long term access to any materials that have been viewed. This process is 

simplified through the OpenSim software’s avatar inventory. Using this inventory, we 

tested a process in which written materials accessed by the user would be given as a 

virtual book, directly into the user’s inventory. This process allows for reduced memory 

load requirements on the learner, as they would be able to review any text at any time, 

since it would be located in their inventory of materials.  Although this process solved 

one issue presented here, Skaalid caused some alternative consideration, as a limitation 

of the software prevented visual materials being incorporated with the texts in the 

inventory. This caused all books being kept by the user in this way to be purely text 

based, similar to a written book. We felt this manner of book-saving was adequate to 

solve the issue of short-term memory load on a user, but simultaneously reduced the 

importance of a fully visual world, and did not take full advantage of the technology. As 

a result we did not choose to rely on this method of text distribution, but incorporated 

text as an additional feature, and not the primary method of material review.  
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7.1 Addressing Limits to Self-Guided Learning 

 Vygotsky’s Proximal Zone of Development (Vygotsky, 1978) has shown that 

there is a certain limit to the ability of the individual learner to self-explore and learn. 

Vygotsky’s zone of development suggests that, once a learner reaches that limit, they 

require external assistance to be guided through the material that they are unable to 

digest on their own. This limit to self-learning is where the role of the educator is 

required. LabLife addresses Vygotsky’s limit to self-learning theory by working in 

conjunction with Khan’s approach to reversing the role of the classroom (Khan, 2011, 

2012), which is discussed below. LabLife enables the learners to extend themselves 

through the online material until they reach a point that they cannot solve themselves 

and require the help of an educator. Vygotsky’s model provides an interesting theory to 

assess the effectiveness of education through exploration in a virtual world. When the 

learner becomes stuck with materials and needs external assistance, they can easily 

seek out and receive that assistance and continue forward with the materials. In LabLife 

the role of the educator is that of a guide through the virtual world. It is here that 

Salman Khan’s idea of the ‘reverse classroom’ comes into play. When the teacher 

becomes necessary for the student to continue, classroom time is used. That is to say, 

the learner can learn at their own pace outside the classroom setting, thus allowing 

classroom time to become focused on helping individual students navigate through the 

difficulties they are facing. Outside class time, learners can explore content and may 

even assist or be assisted by other learners. This enhances learner interaction by 

providing as-desired co-operative problem solving, and enables educators to focus their 
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attention as it is needed. This will benefit teachers as they can focus their attention on 

other tasks while students explore the virtual environment. Alternatively, students can 

complete stipulated tasks in LabLife while the teacher is present but engaged with other 

tasks or other students. Each student can proceed at their own pace, and approach the 

teacher or other learners for assistance when it becomes necessary. Thus the virtual 

world educational environment can address the limits raised by Vygotsky through 

utilizing class time as Khan suggests: by using class time for students and teachers to 

engage around issues where students need direct teacher input on subject matter that 

students are working on independently both inside and outside the classroom 

The theoretical background of Vygotsky has also been built upon by Bruner 

(1960, 1966), who suggested that students would better learn and retain concepts they 

discover on their own. Bruner’s thinking differs from Vygotsky’s theory by focusing on 

the level of interaction presented by the educator. Bruner advocates for the benefits of 

exploratory learning but suggests instead that a series of scaffolding should be set out 

by the educator in which students are able to build their own learning experience. 

Vygotsky suggests that learners should be able to freely explore the educational 

material, with the instructor only stepping in when it becomes clear that the learner 

requires assistance to continue. Bruner's influence on this project was best applied by 

ensuring that the learners are provided with a scaffolding, or basis of knowledge, to 

guide them through the virtual world. LabLife’s in-world scaffolding includes, among 

other things, focused tutorials on the skills required to navigate in a virtual world 

environment (provided by DELTS), and utilizing signage and mapping guides to help 
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direct users to key areas of interest. In addition, a virtual world platform such as LabLife 

affords many possibilities for the support of learners by creating an environment where 

students are continually able to interact with each other and share and add their own 

resource materials. 

7.2 Dynamic Environments 

As with many virtual environments, elements of the LabLife continue to change 

as the player passes through the world, thus presenting a constantly changing 

environment for the learner. By allowing a learner to freely self-explore a visually 

appealing virtual world, they become able to constantly change the visualizations before 

them. The educational theorists Lin & Dwyer (2010) suggest that dynamic use of visual 

representations can be used to hold and incentivize student attention which in turn 

leads to better comprehension and improved performance. LabLife presents a 

graphically appealing environment that changes along with the interaction of the 

learner who is able to build and help expand the LabLife virtual world. As the learner 

moves about the virtual world, the visual representation of the world will change 

accordingly. Elements such as structures and objects have been crafted to enhance the 

sense of a realistic and interactive, fluid environment (Rieber, 1994). The result will be 

that each area looks noticeably different from the other areas of LabLife that have 

previously been encountered while still retaining a continuous and smooth transition 

from one location to another. All student regions in LabLife contain buildings and 

regions that resemble real world structures and areas found along the southeastern 

Labrador coast. In addition to this, every attempt was made to not clone or reuse 
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buildings in different locations of the virtual world to ensure that each area looked 

different and unique. According to the theory developed by Lin and Dwyer (2010), this 

kind of attention to detail will work to retain student attention while they explore the 

learning materials. 

7.3 Feedback and Reward 

Another educational theorist whose work has been consulted in the 

development of LabLife is Lloyd Reiber (1994). His theories on feedback assessment 

have had an influence on how I have approached a constructivist model of learning. 

Reiber's work suggests that the learner should have constant feedback related to their 

progress as a learner. In designing a truly constructivist and self-exploratory learning 

model this was an initial challenge to overcome. I have worked with this theory by 

including a simple in-world reward system through which learners gain virtual items for 

participating in activities in the virtual world. These rewards include items that can be 

worn and displayed as well as a virtual resources (such as fish and clothing) that can be 

shown, traded and given to other users or presented as examples of progress through 

the virtual world. As the learner progresses through the virtual world and interacts with 

that environment they will collect virtual rewards that will work to relate a level of 

progress through the world. Some items, such as clothing, can be worn for all other 

players to see, expressing their level achievement in the world. Other items such as 

tools will allow learners to interact with the environment in new ways. Implementation 

of this reward based system was tested in several places, including a historically 

accurate parka that is rewarded for successfully answering a series of questions inside 
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the school, and a harpoon which is the reward for watching several videos on Inuit stone 

tool creation. In both of these examples the rewards are given immediately upon 

successful completion of the objective. 

The reward-based model has been successful in games such as the World of 

Warcraft and can be easily harnessed and implemented in a learning environment. 

Katherine Wilson’s research (Wilson et al, 2009) expresses the effectiveness of games as 

an educational tool and helps to show what attributes of game design have an impact 

on learning outcomes. According to Wilson et al, (2009) learners should be given 

immediate feedback for even the smallest task, and in order for the feedback to be an 

effective form of performance assessment it must be specific and timely. In applying this 

concept, LabLife, has made all video and audio responses and media streamlined and 

easily accessible, and all progress repeatable as well as immediately provided.  

7.4 Learner Context 

LabLife is a project that placed great importance on the concepts of situated 

learner context. As a simulacrum of the southeastern Labrador coast, LabLife is 

particularly geared to placing learners from this region in appropriate context for 

learning topics related to local history and issues. As such, LabLife is able to provide a 

level of situated learner context that revolved directly around the learners from this 

region. The work of John Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) address the issues of 

designing educational materials without addressing the specific culture of the learner. 

The researchers argue that knowledge is situated, and that it is in part a product of the 

activity, context and culture in which it is developed and used. Towards this point, 
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Brown et al argue that there is a significant effect from both school culture and local 

culture on what is learned. This research suggests that learning should be conducted in 

the context of its learners and not in the learning environments that have been 

traditionally used. For this, these researchers advocate for a cognitive apprenticeship in 

which the learning is embedded in the activity and deliberate use is made of the social 

and physical contexts in which the material is applied. These learning theories have 

significant applications within the project of LabLife, where specific effort has been 

made to ensure the learning materials are placed in a virtual reconstruction of the local 

environment which has resulted in a virtual environment that resembles and represents 

the culture and conditions in which that knowledge is applied. Additionally, attempts 

have been made to bring in the existing social networking proclivities of Labrador 

students who are separated into small communities linked with only minimal transport 

infrastructure. To do this, we have used their familiarity with Facebook, Twitter and 

other such online resources to draw them into a kind of independent yet socially 

connected form of schooling. 

In order to properly apply this in the virtual world, the graphical representations 

in that world need to appear authentically from southeastern Labrador in order to 

effectively represent educational materials about that region. In LabLife this occurs on 

two levels: the authenticity of unique items, and the authentic environment of the 

virtual world. Each individual item must appear and react in a manner that suggests its 

authenticity of virtual representation, and be represented within an environment that 

adequately represents the provenance of the object. Learning theorists such as Braden 
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Roberts (1996) have discussed the importance of authenticity. Roberts explains that 

through the application of appropriate visual imagery, the learner is able to understand 

greater amounts of information without the need for textual description, thus 

shortening the learning time. However Roberts cautions that improper or inauthentic 

imagery can likewise significantly hinder the learning process. This suggests that while 

there is well situated literature depicting strong theoretical framework for using virtual 

worlds as pedagogy, there are hidden dangers that could impair the learning process if 

not properly addressed. This has been a particular challenge for the development of 

LabLife. Since the targeted materials are all centered on southeastern Labrador, the 

virtual representations need to accurately portray that region. This has required a great 

deal of time and effort in order to create an entire world of accurately depicted virtual 

imagery. Robert’s research has shown that an accurate depiction is necessary, and his 

theory is one which we have strongly adhered to by attempting to replicate a firsthand 

experience of the southeastern Labrador coast through accurate representation. This 

has included hiring graphic skills where possible, and using 3-D imaging to create 

accurate virtual representation.  

7.5 Human Interaction in Virtual Space 

Fox, Arena, and Bailenson describe a virtual environment as  “a digital space in 

which a user’s movements are tracked and his or her surroundings rendered, or digitally 

composed and displayed to the senses, in accordance with those movements” (2009). 

Similarly, in the environment of LabLife, a user’s avatar moves in response to input from 

the user’s computer peripherals, such as keyboards and hand-held devices such as 
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‘mice’. These inputs are tracked and as a result the user’s avatar moves and interacts 

with the virtual environment in response to the input given by the user. The avatar is 

then portrayed as being in a realistic rendering of terrain, structures and objects with 

which the avatar is able to interact. Through the use of responsive visual and audio cues 

the user can become immersed in this virtual environment. Interactions in this way 

consist of movement (including walking and flying) and manipulation of the 

environment such as opening doors, activating virtual televisions, sitting on chairs and 

dancing with other avatars. LabLife responds in real-time to the inputs of the user, 

enabling them to interact more realistically with the environment, which helps to 

enhance the experience and increase the sense of immersion. Hew and Cheung’s work 

on 3D immersive worlds (2010) shows that virtual worlds can be used as communication 

spaces, simulation of special concepts, and experiential spaces allowing students high 

levels of role-play and creation opportunities. Hew and Cheung also note that “in 

general, students like using virtual worlds because they enjoy the ability to move around 

freely in a 3-D space, to meet new people, and experience virtual field trips and 

simulated experiences” (p.13). 

A user’s avatar in LabLife is intended to portray an idealized self-designed being 

that they can use to interact and explore an environment that is similar to the real world 

where the learners are located. Immersion in this situation has been designed to portray 

visual and audio that responds appropriately to interaction so that objects and 

interaction occur similarly to that of the real world. Appropriate immersion and 

interaction attempted by projects similar to LabLife have shown to lead to significant 
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improvement in examination marks. Specifically, these improvements were in areas 

with related subject matter, and towards concepts relating to shape and models that 

can be portrayed in the virtual world (Sourin et al, 2006).  

Accurately representing Labrador as a virtual environment brought to light 

several points of interest. One being that as Sourin (et al, 2006) noticed, creating a 

facsimile of real world buildings and locations allows learners to feel comfortable in 

places that they might recognize and provides opportunities for strangers to these 

objects and locations to experience them from great distances. This enabled those 

learners to become guides for known locations for future visitors to their real-world 

counterparts.  

A second point of interest was the recognition that a virtual representation can 

vary greatly between a facsimile and a reproduction, and that in LabLife both would 

have to exist. In regards to making a perfect representation of the Labrador coast in 

LabLife the extensive amount of labour and skill required to make a to-scale 

representation would be prohibitive if not impossible within the scope of this project. 

Towards this debate, Lange (2001) discusses the difficulties and the high effective levels 

that can be achieved when replicating real-world terrain in a virtual environment.  In 

this work he discusses that true realism is defined as “generating the same perceptual 

response as the real scene”, but in practice it may not necessarily require the exactingly 

correct details as long as the general behavior of the terrain is reasonable. In relation to 

this, LabLife attempts to represent but not recreate exact terrain from the region, while 

recreating specific objects and houses so that they are immediately recognizable to 
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persons experienced with the original. The intent in this is to provide a terrain with 

general behavior similar to terrain familiar to the learners, but placing the focus on the 

historical objects and houses that were constructed for this project with far greater 

detail, in hopes that the focus of interest will center on the important learning materials 

while providing a familiar and enjoyable backdrop for the virtual world.  

As previously mentioned, LabLife is an ‘online’ learning environment. The benefit 

of this is the ability for learners and educators to be networked across vast distances for 

a better educational experience. With distance learning becoming a more important 

aspect in Labrador learning, networking students across this wide region allows featured 

materials and educators to teach specialized lessons. It has been positively observed 

(Edirisingha  et al, 2009) that this networking potential will also facilitate individual 

social presence and foster socialization among distance learners which may help to 

strengthen community bonds and socialization through the various schools in the study 

region. This same study noted that virtual world interaction similar to the interactions 

through LabLife extended their virtual world socialization to real-life network building. 

This opportunity to extend both online and real-life social networks becomes 

increasingly important as the southeastern Labrador schools move towards greater 

amounts of distance learning, or if schools become further amalgamated due to low 

class sizes. A further expression of this real-world and online networking is the 

opportunity to transcend the boundaries of home and school. In a similar way to 

Dickey’s virtual experiment (2005), many of LabLife’s targeted audience are already 

familiar with similar virtual world environments through at-home play. LabLife builds 
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upon these experiences and desires to offer an accessible platform that enables 

students to receive instruction and aid during the class hours through interaction with 

tutors, but also additionally allows access from the home environment in which learners 

can further their learning through social networking and forms of play. 

This form of access enables learners to address problems and gain assistance 

with problems presented by the learning materials during the time that is spent in a 

classroom. As discussed above, this model has been pioneered by Salman Khan at the 

Khan Academy (Khan, 2011) and has been extremely successful in providing a new 

model of education to their audience which has delivered over 159 million lessons and 

averaged 2.4 million visitors per month (Khan, 2012). Just like the Khan Academy, 

LabLife attempts to reverse the roll of the classroom by instigating educational lessons 

online and allowing class time to be spent on addressing specific learning issues. In such 

a reversed teaching model of education, the learner first interacts with the material in a 

self-motivated manner (often at home), allowing class time to be used by the learner in 

order to apply the materials for problem solving or produce practical results. As Salman 

Khan suggests it, this technique will reverse the learning process, turning the time spent 

‘playing’ at home into the lesson and the time spent in class into the role ‘homework’ 

currently holds.  

With a variation of at home and at school interaction present in an online 

community, new collaborative work space opportunities arise as projects can be worked 

or completed both at home and at school, while play (although still constructive) might 

likewise begin to encroach into school time. This should be considered with knowledge 
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that in a virtual learning environment the line between work and play begins to blur. 

Application of the learning materials in the virtual world provides learners with creative 

outlets and opportunities for expression that blend the ‘work’ of a curriculum learning 

goals, with the ‘play’ of self-directed construction and social interaction.  

When considering the kinds of social interactions available through online virtual 

worlds, it became apparent that collaborative learning in Lablife will require some 

additional consideration on the part of the instructor. One major reason of this, as 

Edirisingha (2009) noted, is that this form of virtual world can be a neutral 

environment15. Edirisingha found that students participating in his study reacted (at 

least initially) to one another in a noticeably artificially manner. This led the students in 

his study to act overtly polite, possibly due to the understanding that these students did 

not know each other in the real world. As a result of this social behavior Edirisingha 

acknowledges that “the relationships between learners and their avatars, and the 

extent to which a person feels he or she is able to represent his or her intended identity 

and activities through an avatar, are important aspects for further research” (p.476). In 

this research Edirisingha does not suggest that this has a negative impact on the 

learning behavior, and in fact noted that his participants experienced positive feeling 

about their experiences in the virtual environment.  

                                                           
15 The comment of the virtual environment being a neutral environment comes from a statement made 
by a student during Edirisingha’s research: “... you don’t see the real face. It is the avatar. You don’t hear 
the voice. You can’t smell him [laughter].These are missing so it is a very neutral environment. Polite. Both 
positive and negative” (Edirisingha, 2009, p.475).   
Taking steps towards achieving a neutral environment, DELTS has implemented automated monitoring 
bots (mentioned above) to prevent harmful interaction (more commonly referred to as “griefing”), and 
we have included systems for teachers to monitor student activity (discussed in chapter 8 further down).  
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Alternatively, this idea of a neutral environment may enable students to 

overcome feelings of social stigma when roleplaying in the virtual world. In this way the 

virtual environment may enable fantastic levels of scenario role-play and may even help 

to provide a safe environment for students to act and create, when they might 

otherwise lack the confidence to perform similar tasks in a real-world class setting. A 

danger here might be that in a neutral environment users may not worry about the 

ramifications of their actions16. As Warburton (2009) has explained, in a virtual world 

learning environment, cooperation and co-construction may require guidance, and that 

building trust between the users is a critical factor in achieving a productive shared 

learning experience. As in the real-world environment learners must trust and have 

mutual goals in order to cooperatively work on a joint project.  

The virtual world of LabLife hopes to help form scaffolding through the aid of the 

educators. Teachers are provided with greater level of control and communication in 

LabLife, and are able to help guide, monitor and listen to the students. Additionally user-

created contend can be created in levels of shared access, ensuring that authors of any 

project will always retain primary ownership and control of their creations. Through 

shared experiences, social interactions and construction projects LabLife provides 

opportunities for cooperative projects and shared social experiences that will allow 

students to group together and create projects with students from other schools along 

the coast. As Orland (2001) has pointed out, this form of cooperative shared learning 

                                                           
16 While the discussion surrounding online environments and neutrality is very important and can go 
much further, especially in terms of social justice, it is not the focus of this thesis. 
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can allow students to experiment with potential scenarios and highlight gaps in 

knowledge. Through the use of this project, for instance, an instructor will be able to 

watch a student build their own historic house, using appropriate materials provided in-

world. Educators and learners will both be able to find gaps in knowledge through 

creative play and exploration in order discover historical knowledge unknown to the 

learner.  
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8.0 Conclusion: Welcome to LabLife  

 

Figure 1: Map & Key of Port Chance 

 

Figure 2: My Avatar looking into the "old portion" of Port Chance 

The LabLife virtual world has been made to resemble a generic representation of 

a typical southeastern Labrador coastal community and its surroundings. The 

geographical representation of LabLife consists of a major landmass which is a large 

controlled island. This island has several discrete areas which include: 1) a virtual world 
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replica of a Labrador coastal village17, called ‘Port Chance’ shown in Figure 2) a Teachers’ 

Welcome Centre; and 3) an open area for independent student activity. Although 

students will have relatively free run of all the areas except that of the Teachers’ Centre, 

in most areas students will be under the direct or indirect supervision of their teachers. 

Students will not be able to modify Port Chance but they will be able to submit materials 

via their teachers. Additional smaller land masses are available upon request by 

teachers for special school projects and/or self-directed student interactivity. Port 

Chance is the point of entry for students while the Teachers’ Centre will be the point of 

entry for teachers. Other areas are accessed through selective teleporting. 

In order to test the feasibility of using a virtual world for interaction with specific 

academic resources, Port Chance includes an Interpretation Centre, Virtual Classroom 

and School, Library, Museum and replica Sod House, Movie Theatre, Church, Hudson’s 

Bay Company building, Nursing Station, ‘Hall of Fame’, Old School House, Trading Post 

and store, Community Centre, and other elements common to Labrador villages. Each of 

these virtual buildings contain a range of resources, and each will be described in detail 

below.  

Through interaction with this virtual environment, students are able to explore 

historic recreations, create their own projects and share those resources with other 

students and educators. Any additions that the students make can be shared across all 

schools and classrooms using LabLife. This provides students with the potential to 

                                                           
17 As noted above, this replica village was based largely on my own memories of the mostly abandoned 
village of Triangle.  
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collaborate across great distances and to contribute to an ever growing LabLife 

community. Additional internet resources can be brought into LabLife with ease and 

accessed from within the virtual world. LabLife makes it possible to make use of the 

existing materials available online. Instead of attempting to compete or reinvent these 

materials, LabLife brings those materials into the virtual world allowing learners to 

access select materials without having to scour the web for reliable sources. 

Much of LabLife’s focus is on historical content, which during the formative 

design period meant that a great deal of consideration was placed on exactly what 

historic periods were being represented. LabLife has to be both representative of 

specific and non-specific eras. As a result of this Port Chance is not time period specific 

but instead represents a variety of time periods spanning from pre-contact up to the 

joining of confederation in 1949 and beyond – much like any coastal Labrador 

community of today. 

Geographical representation presented similar problems. Simulating the “gently 

rolling hills, pine trees, rocky shore, gray winter” (Lindbergh in Rompkey, 2005, 140) of 

the southeastern Labrador coast in a manner that would reflect how residents recognize 

their surrounding terrain has been a challenging task. In LabLife, the virtual landscape 

was created to be a more general representation of the region as a whole rather than an 

exact replica of any particular portion of it. Labrador’s northerly location contains 

unique vegetation and wildlife that is visually different from the majority of previously 

existing virtual materials, which tend to be based on the vegetation found in and around 
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California and the southern states18. As a result of these differences, recreating a 

Labrador-like landscape has required significant modification and original development 

along with the recreation of a large majority of terrain features in order to make the 

virtual world resemble the southeastern Labrador coast19.   

Seasons presented yet another problem and despite the wishes of many 

stakeholders we soon discovered that LabLife could not readily be made to cycle 

through the impressive range of seasonal changes that have forcefully influenced 

Labrador’s history and prehistory, and continue to resonate throughout the ‘Labrador 

way of life.’ Instead we have had to settle for a summer-like setting with the occasional 

snowfall, programmed with graphics on a pixel array, to visit the world bringing sudden 

squalls – a reminder that Labrador is subject to unpredictable weather throughout the 

year. 

Throughout LabLife, space has been left for student content to be added at a 

later date. Port Chance is however designed to be fairly rigid, and materials found inside 

the Port Chance buildings can only be added or modified directly with the consent of an 

educator or supervisor. Elsewhere, open areas and private islands (described below) are 

the designated locations for open collaborative construction. Projects created in these 

open spaces can then later be moved into Port Chance. This allows teachers to create 

                                                           
18 This problem, based on the majority of existing virtual materials emerging from Silcom Valley, we 
referred to as the ‘ponderosa pine problem’ (Plaice E. & McGrath, W., 2012) 
19 Due to my own limitation of design skill and available time, this would lead to creating a simple, and 

admittedly imperfect representation of Labrador’s natural beauty.  
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temporary exhibitions for their student’s work, and post that work for all other 

participating schools to observe and interact with.  

In order to decide on the materials that make it into the exhibitions, an in-world 

voting system has been created. To help facilitate this voting system, we have provided 

in-world voting boxes that educators and people with special permissions can use in 

order to help determine which projects get temporarily, or permanently added to Port 

Chance. 

Described above are the general attributes and layout of LabLife. Next, each 

element of the virtual world will be outlined and the resources placed in them 

discussed. These are discussed in order that they appear geographically in-world, 

starting at the south western point of Port Chance and proceeding clockwise round the 

harbour. This part of the discussion is organized to replicate an avatar’s first visit to 

LabLife. The first place an avatar will appear in-world is in the Interpretation Centre 

8.1 The Lablife Interpretation Centre 

 

Figure 3: The Interpretation Centre and Barrels 
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 The LabLife Interpretation Centre provides three major purposes: to provide the 

necessary history and background behind the LabLife project; to show the user who is 

online who can provide them with assistance if needed; and to provide a map 

illustrating the layout of the Port Chance area, so that users can quickly navigate to the 

regions they wish to explore (see Figure 1 above). 

Assuming the user has correctly entered their login information20, their avatar 

will first appear in the LabLife Interpretation Centre, looking outward toward the 

harbour and docks of Port Chance. The structure of the Interpretation Centre has been 

modelled to resemble the standard storage buildings found along Labrador’s wharfs and 

docks (exemplified in the reconstructed site of Battle Harbour), and serves as a first 

introduction into the virtual town of Port Chance. Background information on the 

project is presented in the form of web-page displaying boards (shown in Figure 3) that 

display information regarding the groups, towns and schools involved in this project, as 

well as further information regarding the virtual world, its structures and the various 

things users might find around the town.  

Additionally, within this building users will see a series of barrels21, each of which 

has a coloured shape sitting on top. Two of these can also be seen in the bottom right 

corner of Figure 3. These shapes indicate which regular teacher, supervisor or designer 

is currently online. When a block is dark red, the associated user (whose name appears 

                                                           
20 If incorrect information is entered, the user will be appropriately notified of any errors.  
21 The barrels that were used for this purpose were intentionally chosen for their resemblance to salt 
barrels that were often used by the fisheries along Labrador. The salt used for salting cod, and similar 
barrels are observed in Battle Harbour.  
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adjacent to the block) is offline. When the block is green and emitting bright light, that 

instructor, teacher or designer is online. By interacting with one of these blocks, the 

user is asked if they would like to send a message to the person associated with the 

block. These messages will then either be sent immediately if the user is online, or 

delivered later when they will be able to receive the message. This system allows for 

new users into the virtual world to immediately know who to contact if they require 

assistance, as well as who is currently online and able to assist them at this time.  

Given the educational goals of this project, it seems fitting to make the first 

location on this tour (besides the entry point of the Interpretation Centre), the LabLife 

School. 

8.2 The LabLife School 

 

Figure 4: Inside the WAM Academy 

 In order to help ease new students into exploring the world of LabLife, traveling 

to the Port Chance School has been simplified. By interacting with the small model of a 
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dory found within the Interpretation Centre, users will be teleported directly to the 

front lawn, just outside of the LabLife School. 

 The LabLife School, currently named the WAM Academy22, is a large building set 

just outside of Port Chance, and is designed to resemble a modern school building. This 

large building hosts a series of classrooms where educators can gather their students 

and teach virtual lessons. The virtual white board on the wall can be used to present 

material to all present students simultaneously. In these classrooms educators can show 

videos, present scanned 3D objects and teach an online class. As a demonstration of 

how this can work, we have set up one classroom with standard classroom desks and 

chairs. We have also placed several clothing options inside the classroom. The goal of 

the setup is to facilitate the existing ‘clothing lesson’ which is part of an ongoing 

curriculum. In this example room, educators can see how they can display and interact 

with different clothing options as well as having access to interesting media and virtual 

objects to help retain their student audience.  

This building enables learners from different regions of Labrador to learn from 

specialists who can be called in for exceptional lessons and activities, or to share lessons 

amongst learner located in vastly different areas. In this way special guests can be 

invited into the virtual classroom from all across Canada to interact with students with 

whom it would not otherwise be feasible to meet.  

                                                           
22 All names currently given to buildings in LabLife, can be later changed as users become more 
comfortable with the software. 
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To help simulate the school experience, three school buses have been created 

outside the school in the school parking lot. These buses can be used to teleport directly 

to learning areas around the island. Students can leave the school, walk to the school 

bus and interact with the school bus to arrive at one of three current field trip locations. 

Currently the school busses are programmed to bring students to the Hall of Fame, 

Museum, and the Library. Teachers will be able to create additional school trips, or alter 

existing ones to go to other locations including new locations that have not yet been 

created. For the purposes of this tour, we will be using the school bus that is currently 

marked to bring us to the Library.  

8.3 The Library  

 

Figure 5: Inside the Library 

 After interacting with the correct school bus, the users will find themselves 

teleported to the main lobby of the LabLife Library. The Library structure in LabLife hosts 

the repository for local history and relevant media from the CURA project and other 
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historic sources. The Library consists primarily of a large book and article repository 

along with a large adjacent building that can be used for user social gatherings. This 

building is called ‘The Hans Rollmann Reading Room’ in honour of one of the CURA 

research team members. The reading room is a large room filled with couches, tables 

and chairs that is meant as a group meeting zone where learner can sit and discuss 

projects or read books from the attached Library building. The Library’s resources 

consist of a large collection of full text books that can be read fully in the virtual world. 

These books have been gathered from sources such as Archiv.org (2014), Project 

Gutenberg (2015), and other online sources. In addition the Library hosts the written 

publications produced by the CURA team, and any relevant historical media we located 

that was focused on the southeastern Labrador coast. The Library’s space is large and 

can continue to grow with new stacks and shelves as more resources are published or 

made available.  

With the brief tour of the Library completed the user’s avatar can leave through 

the Library’s front doors, and enter out onto the board walk. This portion of the 

elevated boardwalk is situated on a rocky arm of land stretching out into the ocean and 

forms the southern edge of the Port Chance bay.  From this view, a user will be able to 

gaze across the harbour, this time on the opposite side from the Interpretation Centre. 

The rickety looking virtual walk-way along which avatars will proceed is made to 

resemble the docks and walkways that were observed in old historic Labrador 

communities. The walkway runs along the edge of the bay and features some fun scripts 

for making your avatar interact in this environment. These scripts include fishing with 
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the provided fishing rod, and a few diving animations for the avatars to jump into the 

cold-looking water. After a short time of playing with these scripts and animations, the 

tour will proceed along the walkway to the next adjacent building: The Museum.  

8.4 The Museum 

 

Figure 6: The LabLife Museum 

 Avatars enter the Museum directly from the walkway and do so through a set of 

automatically opening glass doors (which, thanks to the existing virtual environment, 

never break in storms or cause drafts). The LabLife Museum acts as a repository for 3D 

model representations of archaeological and historical artifacts. The Museum consists of 

a primary area and two separate wings dedicated to the lead archaeologists from the 

CURA project: Lisa Rankin and Marianne Stopp. Each wing is filled with images and 
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interactive media detailing the work performed by that CURA member. In each case the 

personal website of each scholar is available in-world. I feel that in this way students will 

be able to access new and current materials posted directly by the scholars themselves. 

The Museum’s layout was heavily inspired by a mix of “The Rooms” in St. John’s 

and the Interpretation Centre found in Red Bay, either of which should be familiar to the 

target audience and make the curatorial intentions apparent.  

In the main area of the Museum, learners will be presented with a gallery of 

media that highlight the history of settlement along the Labrador coast. On entering the 

main area of this building, the first thing an avatar will see is a map that has been 

specifically made for this project. This map shows a series of human migration and tool 

use patterns that focus on the history of the southeast Labrador coast. On this map, 

each major pattern of human migration is shown with a numerical key associated with 

information stations within the Museum. Each station focuses on a different period of 

history or archaeological tool use, and is represented with a series of plinths and an 

informative illustration of the material being presented at that station. When a user 

interacts with that image, the image will change to an online resource with further 

information relating to the topic of that station. The websites were picked for their 

clarity and academic rigour on the subject, and their subset of links that can lead users 

to further additional information. This allows users to begin with simple resources, and 

through subsets of online links progress further into more complex information. This 

should permit learners of varying degrees of knowledge to progress further into the 
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material as needed, and simultaneously allow learners of different academic levels to 

access the materials relevant to their needs.  

The websites load within the world and only for the individual user, so that no 

two users will be competing for control of the viewing screens. Around these 

informative web-displays users will see a series of plinths. These plinths are intended for 

archaeological or historical models that users can interact with. At this time, not all of 

the plinths are filled. This is due to the unfortunate delays in gaining access to a 3D 

scanner (detailed above). It is my intention, now that the 3D scanner is available, that 

more objects will be scanned and brought into the virtual world.  

The stations transitioning from the building entrance follow a sequential order 

around the main room of the building. In order these stations are; Museum Introduction 

and Information; Early Tool Use and Stone Tool Creations; Early Human Migration into 

North America; Circumpolar Migration; European Migration; Contact and Industry in 

Labrador. All of these historic progressions have been expressed such that Labrador is 

placed at the center of the world, with all paths eventually leading to the regional focus 

of the project23. 

Currently the 3D modelled objects available in the Museum include; miniature 

schooner, miniature European longboat, miniature rowboat, Inuit kayak, Inuit umiak, 

miniature dog-sled, whaling harpoon, man’s Inuit parka, traditional soapstone lamp 

                                                           
23 This will also enable educators to teach lessons concerning content from outside of Labrador by tracing 
that material back to its originating country. 
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(that can be lit), and a miniature model of the Sod Hut that can teleport an interested 

learner into a full-sized sod house recreation, which is situated next to the Museum.  

8.5 The Sod Hut 

 

Figure 7: Interior of the Sod Hut 

Once we have teleported into the to-scale version of the Sod Hut, we will be able 

to get a better look at all of the materials and tools present inside. The Sod Hut was 

constructed using imagery and reconstructive sketches create by the archaeological 

teams and my own experiences during the 2011 and 2012 archaeological field work. 

Using photos and videos of our excavation, our mesh builder created the Sod Hut to our 

specifications and shows great detail in the materials and methods that were historically 

used to create sod huts. As seen in Figure 7, the interior of the hut is decorated with 

features that are indicative of historic life along the southeast coast (Borlase, 1993, 
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1994). Inside the Sod Hut users will find a scene depicting many of the tools and 

lifestyles commonly associated with this form of structure. The traditional dog sled, 

snow shoes, harpoon, bone sewing kit and smoking pipe can all be found inside the Sod 

Hut, along with other items, animals and animal bones that would have been found in a 

common sod-hut dwelling. Learners interacting with this scene will be able to explore all 

of these objects in full 3D and teachers will be able to use these items as rewards, or as 

equipment in future projects. Leaving the Sod Hut, users will step out onto walkway 

once more. Continuing away from the entrances to the Museum and Sod Hut, the 

avatars will approach the Movie Theatre 

8.6 The Movie Theatre 

 

Figure 8: Inside the Movie Theatre 

At the Movie Theatre students can watch videos that have emerged from the 

CURA project, as well as those highlighting the history and heritage of Labrador. 

Additionally, teachers can present videos that directly relate to ongoing curriculum. The 

main theatre viewing screen provides students the opportunity to watch a single video 
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as a collective whole, in the same manner as a real-world movie theatre. The main 

screen is controlled via properties that only select individuals (for example; educators) 

can control.  

The surrounding walls provide a wide selection of videos that can be watched 

individually, and at the learner’s own discretion. These videos appear as movie posters 

that stream videos individually in-world when interacted with. Provisions have been 

made for students to create their own videos (see below).   

8.7 The Boats of Port Chance 

 

Figure 9: Boats constructed by our contracted mesh builder 

When exiting Port Chance’s Movie Theatre you will be able to see out across the 

heart of the bay, and into the ocean landscape. From this angle, several large fishing 

boats will be visible. Although these boats are not directly part of this tour, each has 

been designed to resemble the various forms of vessels that would have travelled up 

and down Labrador’s coast. Vessels from different time periods are represented, and 

include various modern sailing ships, historic wooden sailing ships, small motorized 

wooden boats, umiat, kyaks, and dorys. All of these ships have complete interiors that 

can be explored, expressing aspects of how life is lived at sea (a fact of great importance 

to a coastal people), through the equipment found on board the ships. To access these 

boats, users can fly out to them and see them from all angles. Additionally teachers will 
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be able to give copies of these boats to students which could then be modified and 

rebuilt as a learning exercise.  

During the construction of LabLife, a great deal of effort was placed on trying to 

make the boats function as ships, sailing up and down our coasts and waterways. 

Unfortunately, we were never able to perfect the scripts to make the boats move. One 

script allowed only a single person to use a boat, and the rest seemed to leave their 

passengers behind as the boat travelled off on its own. As a result, the boats in Port 

Chance are currently stationary. In the future, the single-user script could be given by a 

teacher to student to play with, or possibly to a student with the purpose of finishing 

the script and thus make the boats mobile.  

Continuing the tour, but still keeping the ships in sight, we head over to the next 

building on the path: the LabLife Church. To reach this we will need to walk around 

several dry-docked boats, upside down dories, and displayed kayaks and umiat.  

8.8 The LabLife Church  

Since one of the CURA researchers was heavily invested in researching historical 

religious matters in the region, we felt it was prudent for the Church to serve as the 

primary housing area for Dr. Hans Rollmann’s research materials. Inside of the Church 

users will be able to gain access to historical materials that directly relate to religious 

studies and related materials. We achieved this by decorating the interior walls of the 

Church with view screens that can play related videos, as well as web-based screens 
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that load several of Rollmann’s websites related to the research, making it possible for 

students to access recent materials posted by Rollmann himself.  

The LabLife Church is an especially unique building in its design and construction 

as it is a direct reproduction of an abandoned church found on Seal Island. This church, 

seen in Figure 10 below, was discovered in the abandoned community of Seal Islands 

during the 2012 field season and was in stable good condition at the time. During the 

field season, I gathered photographic and physical data concerning the church which 

although still standing, did not appear to be safe for extensive exploration. Using the 

data collected during that time, a virtual replica of the church was built. This virtual 

recreation has been depicted in Figure 11. This Church is unique in LabLife as it is our 

only direct replica of an exact real world structure. Building the Church was an 

experiment in itself to determine if replicated historic structures could be rebuilt easily 

in the virtual world so as to resemble real world versions. In this, I feel confident that 

reproducing future structures in such a medium would take artistic skills but not the 

advanced mesh-building skills that I presumed would be required.  

8.9 Building Authenticity 

There are two threads of thought in this discussion on authenticity: one is the 

learning curve associated with the development of the building, the other is achieving 
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an authentic appearance. These two are closely related, and are intertwined in the 

discussion below. 

 

Figure 10: The Church from Seal Islands, 2012 

 

Figure 11: The LabLife Church 

Elaborating further on the authenticity of the Church’s recreation, it is 

interesting to compare the results of the Sod Hut, the Church, the Hudson’s Bay 
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Company building and the Nursing Station (described below). In each case the final 

production was the result of a different process, and each addressed authenticity in its 

own way. The Sod Hut (described above) was created on contract by our professional 

mesh builder using images collected by the CURA 

(http://www.mun.ca/labmetis/photos_history_cotter.html) and the results of 

archaeological research (http://www.mun.ca/labmetis/sodhouse/fkbg3.html). As a 

result our Sod Hut resembles a plausible representation of a generic sod hut, which 

combines a variety of details that emerged directly from the CURA. This can be 

compared to the Hudson’s Bay Company building, which was constructed from a variety 

of first hand experiences and photographs to recreate an easily identifiable building that 

is also a generalized reconstruction (but, as shown below, is exemplified in the restored 

HBC building in North West River). Both of these examples can be compared to the 

Church building which was reconstructed using first hand experiences and collected 

materials to recreate a specific building and in so doing, this building attempts to be an 

exact replica of its real-world counterpart. In contrast to these three buildings, which 

are all drawn with increasing accuracy from existing real world buildings, the Nursing 

Station (Figure 12) was not constructed from the bottom up, but rather remodeled 

using a generic pre-existing structure in order to appear to be a Grenfell era nursing 

station. The difference being that this building was not a reconstruction any one 

specific, or even a mixture of multiple specific buildings. Instead the creation of this 

building approach authenticity from an opposite side, by attempting to change an 

existing building, using familiar features, to a building that evokes the concept of a 

http://www.mun.ca/labmetis/photos_history_cotter.html
http://www.mun.ca/labmetis/sodhouse/fkbg3.html
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nursing station. Many nursing stations along the coast were cottages and old 

homesteads, and had a wide variety of similar identifications, such as the green 

coloured exterior trim of the building so typical of historic Grenfell structures. The 

LabLife Nursing Station presents these generalized features, and in so doing relates the 

idea of the ubiquitous Grenfell nursing station, without actually being any particular 

existing station.  

The results of this experimentation into authenticity varied, but all efforts appear 

to have given good results. Comments from onlookers during my 2014 field work who 

were familiar with the Seal Islands church were able to recognize the Port Chance 

Church instantly. This can be contrasted to the Nursing Station which, as a ‘found’ 

building structure, was adapted for a specific purpose and is also comfortably familiar. 

Finally, although many observers had never seen a sod hut reconstruction outside of the 

L’Anse aux Meadows historic site (http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/lhn-

nhs/nl/meadows/index.aspx), there was general agreement that our Sod Hut did 

resemble the authentic mental image of what a sod hut should look like.  

 

Figure 12: The LabLife Church, HBC store, and Nursing Station 

http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/lhn-nhs/nl/meadows/index.aspx
http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/lhn-nhs/nl/meadows/index.aspx
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The ultimate result of this was that among these four buildings, three are easily 

recognizable: the Church, which is the only true in-world replica and is immediately 

identifiable to any who had the seen the original; the Hudson’s Bay Company building 

(shown in the center of Figure 12), which might appear to be an imperfect recreation of 

any of the similar buildings along the coast; and the Sod Hut which is unlikely to be 

identified as any specific building, but rather functions to express a recreation based on 

archaeological work that doesn’t actually exist. The fourth building, the Nursing Station, 

recreates only the style and colours, and does not specifically resemble any of the 

buildings witnessed along the coast.  

Among the three buildings constructed by the project team (the Nursing Station, 

the Church, and the Hudson’s Bay store), the experience and construction skill should 

also be noted. The Nursing Station was the first of these three to be constructed, and is 

likewise the least identifiable. As would be expected, with increasing skill and 

experience in using the available software came more relatable and identifiable 

buildings.  
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8.10 The Hudson’s Bay Company Building 

 

Figure 13: The Hudson Bay Company store with an umiak in the forefront 

 

Historically, the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) was an ever present body in 

Labrador. As such, we felt it was important to create a generalized facsimile of a 

standard HBC building for use in LabLife. Unlike the Church, the HBC building is a more 

generalized structure, following the standardized layout and colour schemes of historic 

HBC buildings that we observed along the coast. To create the building we used the 

general structure and layout of the HBC store found in North West River. Our rendition 

was based largely on historic images, and comparisons to the other HBC buildings found 

in the region. 

Originally, this building was going to be used to house a wide variety of authentic 

clothes, tools, and even an in-game trade economy. However due to the limitations of 

time, we were unable to build enough authentic materials to use the building in this 
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way. Currently, this building works in conjunction with our Trading Post, as a place for 

materials to be kept and offered to successful students. In this way the HBC building will 

provide an area for educators to place objects that they would like student to collect or 

earn. This is different from the Trading Post which, as the virtual world designers, we 

have already filled with example objects and materials that students can use. For the 

next location on the tour we will have to step back from the docks and take a few steps 

inland towards the Nursing Station. 

8.11 The Nursing Station 

 

Figure 14: Mary's Harbour Nursing Station (Left) and LabLife Nursing Station (right) 

The LabLife Nursing Station is a large building that has been made to resemble 

the color schemes and generalized layout of the Nursing Stations found along the coast. 

Inside the Nursing Station, users can find materials and virtual objects related to general 

health, and healthy lifestyle information. In this building users are able to interact with 

various medical virtual tools and gain information about the history of medicine along 
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the coast, about modern health issues that are effecting modern lifestyles, and 

educational programmes revolving around the fields of medicine. 

The first room in the Nursing Station is a relatively large waiting room, where 

avatars can sit down in comfortable looking sofa chairs to relax or chat with one 

another. The purpose of this room is to provide users with access to health-related 

student projects and histories of medicine along the coast. Inside this room, we have 

constructed two information boards. At first glance these boards appear to be framed 

black and white photos of Wilfred Grenfell, and Harry Paddon – both famous doctors 

who worked in Labrador. The pictures are interactive photographs that will prompt the 

avatar with a series of new options. These options provide further information 

concerning the person depicted in that photo (such as links to Wikipedia entries, 

memoirs, books and related videos). These initial framed photos serve as functional 

example of further projects that could be added to this waiting room. For the purpose of 

including future student projects, several rows of blank magazines have been placed 

along the walls. These are available for teachers to add related student projects.  

 As is typical of nursing stations along the coast, these buildings would also serve 

as the living quarters for the nursing staff. To represent this, our Nursing Station 

contains beds, an oven, a sink and the other necessary features of day to day life24. 

Attached to the waiting room is a health practitioner’s consultation office and an 

examination room. These rooms have been filled with posters related to food and 

                                                           
24 This also includes a functional in-world radio that streams live radio broadcasts, including the local CBC 
radio station. 
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health safety, and can be interacted with to provide further information. These 

interactive posters allow easy access to further information regarding disease and 

ailments that have historically impacted the coast. As well as nutrition and diet 

information, and details concerning local and traditional foods and recipes (Gray, 1977). 

Posters can also be found here that help inform and redirect learners about future 

careers in medical or health related fields. We have added some posters to which fresh 

information can be added, such as the picture of a healthy mother and child. We hope 

that by placing such posters in-world, we are providing the means to provoke 

discussions on other related and meaningful topics.  

 Proceeding through the examination areas and upstairs, there is a series of beds 

depicting a long-term care unit. This area has been set aside to further elaborate on 

injuries and diseases using pre-programmed bots. In the future bots could be placed 

into the beds and would relate the symptoms of their situation.  

Heading back downstairs, and exiting the Nursing Station from the back door will 

bring us to the next building in the tour, the Hall of Fame.  
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8.12 The Labrador Hall of Fame 

 

Figure 15: The CURA Wing, inside the Hall of Fame 

The Labrador Hall of Fame allows students to create school projects detailing the 

lives of prominent local people, and can be accessed by future visitors. Currently the 

Hall of Fame provides a series of paintings which can provide backgrounds and stories of 

local and historic individuals: currently these display Captain Bob Bartlett, Captain 

George Cartwright, and pioneer businessman and founder of Charlottetown Ben Powell. 

As elsewhere in LabLife, materials presented in the Hall of Fame do not have to be 

limited to photos and text. Members could create 3D sculptures using the already 

existing in-world tools; create photo-journals, documentaries, essays, podcasts, 

interviews, movies, wiki pages, blogs, PowerPoints, or webpages or any combination 

thereof.  

To help suggest options, and provide examples, several wings of the Hall of Fame 

have already been included. These wings serve as examples for future students, 

expressing how to construct short biographies and present them in-world. These wings 
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are dedicated to the CURA team, Labrador Archaeology, and a veteran’s wing. The CURA 

wing includes framed images of each of the CURA members. These image, when 

interacted with, will open a web-browser window to a short biography or personal web 

page of the person depicted in the picture. In this way, the CURA wing provides 

background information and further links about the specific interests of the various 

CURA members.  

The Local Archaeology Wing in the Hall of Fame is designed to present local 

archaeologists and to inform users of the local archaeological work that has been done 

in the last few decades, and that underpins much of the CURA’s research. This wing 

includes a single example for students to follow, in which a framed image of 

archaeologist Jim Tuck is used to present learners with his biography and a little 

background information.  

The Hall of Fame was the first building in LabLife designed to house student 

materials, and has been built with the intention of housing student projects. Around this 

wing, and the veterans wing (found upstairs), are blank images ready for users to 

suggest their own future local Hall of Fame members. The veteran’s wing contains a 

central display board that links to the Memory Project, which was instigated to collect 

the war memories of WWII veterans and to mark the hundred year anniversary of the 

First World War. Many Labrador communities, like those across the rest of Canada, will 

have veterans. This connection to local families and communities might encourage 

students to work with their own grandparents and elderly relatives in creating a short 

biography project. Students who wish to add their own content to the Hall of Fame can 
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begin their search using the materials present by the Memory Project, and could 

continue their research over at the Port Chance Library.  

 Observant users may notice that the Hall of Fame looks a little different from the 

rest of the buildings found in Port Chance. This building was one of the first buildings 

built and has gone through several stages of alteration. Ultimately the construction of 

this building still shows how effectively more simplistic (compared to the surrounding 

buildings) construction skills can be used in this virtual world. The log-slab style we 

chose does not look out of place amongst the other buildings but does express the 

increase in skill that has occurred during our virtual world development process. The 

first waves of buildings created are now almost gone, the other original buildings have 

been replaced as my technical skills improved, or modified so heavily that they no 

longer resemble their original form.  
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8.13 The Old School House 

 

Figure 16: The Old School House, Trading Post, and Political Offices (Previously: The 
NunatuKavut building) 

 Along the top of the large hill dividing Port Chance harbour from the WAM 

Academy, students can climb a meandering set of stairs to visit ‘The Old Schools House’. 

The exterior of this small building is designed to resemble the old fashioned historic 

single room school houses common throughout Canada. The interior of the building has 

been fitted with information and tools to help teach mesh, video and website design 

drawn from free third-party software such as Prezi (https://prezi.com), and Blender 

(http://www.blender.org/manual/)25. In this building students can learn how to build 

their own structures and create their own movies, so that they can be involved in the 

expansion of LabLife. The Old School House includes tools for larger class projects such 

                                                           
25 Interestingly, this room posed several problems during the creation process, as some free online 
software, such as Xtranormal, which we had begun to use during the early development stages and 
planned to use to help create student projects, later became unavailable or discontinued.  

 

https://prezi.com/
http://www.blender.org/manual/
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as GeoCaching, and instructions detailing the Digital Archives at Memorial University, 

and how they can be accessed. Ultimately, this room makes for an excellent computer-

class setting, with whiteboard-like screens and a larger screen that can only be 

controlled by an instructor.  

 Next to the Old School House is the Trading Post. This building, which is also the 

next building on our tour, is accessed by walking across the wooden walkway that is 

partially raised up on thick wooden support beams. 

8.14 The Trading Post 

 

Figure 17: Inside the Trading Post 

 Accessing the Trading Post is simple as it is a small shop structure located 

adjacent to the Old School House. We have chosen to use this structure as a virtual 

resource gallery. Inside this building are many open-source and ‘free to use’ mesh 

objects that we found during the project's development. Here users can find a variety of 

styled and differently coloured clothing, shoes, backpacks, roller-skates, hockey skates, 

work tools, helmets and many other objects. Additionally this building contains a variety 
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of food stuffs, candy and other standard objects people might find at a general store. 

The purpose of this store is to provide educators with additional materials and teaching 

tools that they can use in online classes. For example, an educator could gather food 

items when teaching a class about nutrition, and successful students could leave that 

class with copies of the virtual goods to use and display in their own virtual houses.  

8.15 The Political Offices 

Next to the Trading post is the Political Offices building. Originally referred to as 

the NunatuKavut building, the Political Offices building had at one point been set aside 

for use by the NunatuKavut Society. This group was one of the CURA’s larger partners, 

and were very interested in participating in the virtual world. A structure was set aside 

for them, but discussion emerged regarding the effects of bring a politically motivated 

party into the educational environment. We discovered that NunatuKavut were not on 

the NLGrid’s default permitted user list, which consists primarily of educators. Inviting 

non-educators into the secure environment, a feature that motivated our decision to 

use NLGrid, is not a decision for us to make. This leaves the ultimate decision about the 

involvement of non-educational partners pending for future discussion. The 

NunatuKavut building remains part of the town area, with the intention that future 

users will fill the building with relevant materials, possibly from a variety of political 

groups and parties.  

 Looking down from the Political Offices, towards the ocean, we will be able to 

see the next building on the tour: The Community Centre.  
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8.16 The Community Centre 

 The LabLife Community Centre is an area at the very end of a long arm jutting 

away from Port Chance. This building is designed as an educational recreation area. The 

building is mostly an open space intended as an area for users to gather and interact 

with one another. Inside this building users can find a dance floor and a dance-ball. This 

dance ball resembles a disco ball, but when interacted with will ask users what kind of 

dancing they would like to perform. The dance ball has been programmed to make the 

avatars dance to specific dance moves. Elsewhere inside the Community Centre, users 

can find a trivia game system. This system allows players to compete in a trivia game, 

which rewards correct answers and records the scores of each player. Teachers could 

use this system to set up quiz scenarios.  

Upon leaving the Community Centre, we will be able to see the more modern 

looking area of Port Chance. This new part of town is on a second bay that comes inland 

towards the WAM Academy and is nestled between the bay, a large mountainous area 

and a thick forest of trees. 

8.17 New Town Area 

 Surrounding the School is the newer or more modern looking part of town. This 

area consists of half a dozen already constructed buildings. These building are larger and 

intended to resemble the houses of the modern sections found in most Labrador 

communities. These houses and the grounds directly around them have been given to 

the administrative group: ‘Educators’. Members of this group can take control of one of 

these houses for their own lessons, or even to give as rewards to students or groups of 
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student for creating their own materials. Users who have been given one of these 

houses will be able to modify the house and its surrounding land, but not build or edit 

beyond the property border. Copies of these houses have also been saved for use by 

educators or simply to reset that land plot if necessary.  

 The new part of town is surrounded by a Graveyard and a thick forest where 

educators can bring their students. The forest area can also be subdivided into plots 

which can be given to students. The Graveyard is on the northern part of the New Town 

Area, where historical family materials can be viewed and to which students can 

contribute. In this area several unnamed tombstones exist, and students will be able to 

submit their own family projects to have a family legacy recorded in LabLife. Next to the 

Graveyard is a large building that contains information about family genealogy. Within 

this building users can access some of CURA member Patty Way’s genealogical research, 

and learn the origins of their local ancestors. Included for this purpose is an online 

search tool, created as part of the CURA project, which searches the available materials 

gathered by Patty Way.   
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8.18 The Teachers’ Centre  

 

Figure 18: The Teacher's Centre 

The Teacher’s Centre is a hidden and remote area with border boundaries that 

block access to anyone who is not on a predetermined secure instructor list. Educators 

are provided with a series of tools with which to monitor, guide and assist students. 

From the Teacher’s Centre, educators will be able monitor students by zooming in on 

them. This will temporarily change the educator’s view, focusing it on a target student. 

This invisible form of monitoring is available throughout LabLife. Elsewhere in the 

Teacher’s Centre there are a series of teleporters that can quickly teleport a staff 

member to any portion of LabLife in order to travel around the virtual world.  

Graphically, the Teacher’s Centre feels much like a resort complex (see Figure 

18), where educators can come to access a resource library of class curriculum, as well 

as share their own curriculum with other educators. Conference tables and unique 

clothing and object options are also located here for educators to use for themselves or 

as rewards for their students. 
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The Teacher’s Centre is the final stop on the tour of LabLife. We can leave the 

avatars to kick back and relax and enjoy a virtual cup of coffee beside the crackling fire 

pit while watching the foaming sea pass by.  From here, I will continue with a 

discussions one of the most important features available to educators while they are at 

the Teacher’s Centre: Their ability to monitor students using chat channels.  

8.19 Chat Channels  

The availability of multiple text-based chat channels and an isolated voice chat 

option allows for useful instructional practices. Students and teachers are able to freely 

chat with one another through these channels. However, the voice controlled channel 

can be reserved for a direct voice connection to the teacher. This can be used by 

students to ask questions or request help. Two primary forms of teacher-student 

interaction allow for educators to differentiate between lines of questioning and inter-

student dialogue. All members of LabLife can access both spoken voice dialogue and 

text based chatting. I suggest that voice based dialogue be used to communicate 

directly with the in-world educators, thus providing learners a direct access line for help 

or questions. This will also take some of the pressure off of the educator who will be 

able to use the voice dialogue to speak directly to a student or group of students. In this 

way students can work freely amongst themselves while teachers are able to 

immediately address student’s questions directly through the voice chat channel. The 

text based chat system includes several chat channels and group chat options. Groups 

can be designed so that educators can choose to listen or not listen in on group text 

discussion, while several public text chat channels additionally exist that are open to all 
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present members of LabLife. These various methods of communication allow learners to 

be part of multiple groups. Each group will have its own distinct channel of textual 

communication. This allows members of LabLife to belong to several simultaneous chat 

channels. A single Lablife member may be part of any number of groups. Each group can 

have its own text channel in addition to public channels and the voice chat. This permits 

learners to create project groups and interest groups in LabLife, and work independently 

in their own groups without having to physically separate the learners. When a learner 

encounters a problem or has a question, they can pose that question either publicly (via 

a public chat channel), or privately (via the direct chat to a specific educator, or through 

the voice chat option for quick communication with the educator). In practice this 

should work by the learner first alerting the educator that they require assistance, and 

then the educator opening a private or public dialogue with that user to help answer 

their question.  

8.20 Final Remarks 

In this research I attempted to test the feasibility of open-source software 

(specifically OpenSim) for the purposes of distributing local historic research materials. 

The process consisted of four years of development and field work with several 

setbacks, and more than a few frustrating moments of programming and software 

issues. In the last year of field work, I had the opportunity to gauge the reactions of 

onlookers for interest in the software. These onlookers were excited, interested, and 

requested access to use the virtual world. As it was not within the scope of this research 
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to use live human test subjects, the amount of lasting interest in the virtual world has 

not been gauged, but initial reactions proved very promising.  

The primary aim of our end of the CURA project was to host the CURA research 

materials, and toward this goal I feel this project certainly succeeded. We were able to 

find interesting ways to present and provide access to all research materials that have 

thus far emerged from the CURA project. 

The aim of the research however was to determine if this was a viable means to 

distribute the specific historical materials, and in that regard, through trial and error I 

believe we have found that using a virtual world such as LabLife is viable for 

disseminating this form of educational materials. By combining existing web-based 

materials and creating our own websites in the process, we have made the research 

materials easy to access via standard web browsing methods and simultaneously added 

a new series of tools and activities that can provide unique and interesting methods of 

access to those materials. Future learners will be able to join LabLife and not only access 

the CURA research but also become engrossed with, play with, and expand upon that 

knowledge base. The initial academic research and background materials we have 

provided will stay unaltered and therefore remain constantly available to all users. 

However, there are also multiple opportunities for students, under the guidance of 

educators, to copy, build upon and contribute to the knowledge base. Buildings such as 

the Hall of Fame, Community Centre, and the HBC building are already primed for this 

purpose. But many more opportunities will exist if, as we hope, individual educators 

request islands for their own schools, classes, and student groups. This ensures that 
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users will find interacting with the research materials a more engaging game-like form 

of learning. As users gather materials in Port Chance to create their own learning areas, 

they will be using historical materials earned through learning activities in order to play 

and further create.  

While we found that several setbacks have caused some of our design plans to fall 

short, as with the 3D scanning system, we were at least able to test the viability of the 

process and found it easy, fast and efficient for getting realistic archaeological materials 

into the virtual world. Once there, any number of learners will be able to interact and 

explore with these artifacts simultaneously without danger of damage or expensive 

travel costs that can occur when dealing with real artifacts. Other instances have given 

us a chance to test the viability, if not reaching the potential afforded by LabLife.  

Through this research I have been able to determine that this model of a situated 

virtual environment is more than capable of hosting targeted specific educational 

material, and can do so in many varied ways. Although the practice of implementing 

many of these tested methods can be extremely time consuming, it was found that 

many obstacles encountered in previous OPLE research projects can be overcome 

through changes in presentation and the aid of scripted code to provide new 

alternatives and take advantage of new opportunities available in the technology. 

8.21 Implications for Future Research 

 The virtual world of LabLife presents a boundless opportunity for future 

research. The potential for learning about how students interact in such an 
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environment, what areas interest them, what areas don’t, how and what they decide to 

build and expand, as well as what gets contributed and what gets forgotten, are all 

promising topics primed for future research.  

 The historical materials that we have created enable greater possibilities for 

many areas of future research, testing not only how students and educators use these 

tools, but also determining what other media could be added to the virtual world.  

 In the field of archaeology, we found many possibilities for future research. 

Reconstructing artifacts with 3D scanners can save countless hours of lab work, and the 

fine detail retained by high end photography can expedite much of the microscopic 

analysis that is currently being done. Storing that data in a virtual world enables 

unprecedented levels of cross comparison and analysis, all of which can be displayed for 

educational purposes, and employed towards teaching both general topics and future 

archaeologists about the process and results of the research. This could allow 

generations of students to watch archaeologists perform lab work in a virtual world, 

without distracting the archaeologists or interfering with the research.  

In the creation of Lablife, I have developed the groundwork and the medium for 

extensive future research. With the exciting responses that we received at the end of 

the 2014 field season, I am certain this form of virtual platform will be very well received 

and, if allowed to blossom, could become a major form of communication and 

interaction for the youth of this region and other remote, isolated areas in Canada and 

beyond. Furthermore we have proved that such a complex and promising development 

can be accomplished on a modest budget! 
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Figure 19: Sunset behind the Teacher's Centre 
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